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ABSTRACT

This dissertation presents an investigation of the electrodeposition of metal oxide
films and superlattices on conducting polycrystalline and single crystal substrates. In the
first part of the study, electrodeposition of magnetite (Fe304) films and superlattices in
the magnetite/zinc ferrite system which exhibit resistance switching is studied. Paper I
reports the electrodeposition of superlattices in the magnetite/zinc ferrite system and
shows that only superlattices exhibit multi state resistance switching. In paper II, simple
polycrystalline magnetite films electrodeposited on stainless steel crystals exhibit
multistate resistance switching which can be tuned by controlling the composition of the
films. Paper III describes the epitaxial electrodeposition of Fe304 films on Ni(111)
substrates.
In the second part, electrodeposited epitaxial films of CuO onto achiral Cu single
crystals using chiral precursors are studied. Paper IV describes chiral electrodeposition of
CuO from copper(II) complexes of malic acid on Cu single crystals. X-ray pole figures in
conjunction with stereographic projections are used to determine the absolute
configuration of the films. X-ray crystal structures of copper(II) malate crystals are
analyzed to understand the mechanism of chiral electrodeposition.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. ELECTRODEPOSITION
Electrodeposition is an inexpensive technique to produce materials with superior
properties. 1 It involves surface phenomena, solid state processes, and processes occurring
in the liquid state, and involves many scientific communities. 2 Electrodeposition is
possible only on conducting substrates which are typically polycrystalline or single
crystalline metals or semiconductors. 3- 5 There are several factors like (I) substrate,6-8 (2)
pH of the solution,9-12 (3) additives,I3-16 (4) applied currentJpotential,I7-22 and (5) solution
concentration,22

which

affect the

electrodeposition process.

The

thickness of

electrodeposited films can be determined by monitoring the charge passed during the
deposition. Electrodeposition has been used in the deposition of thin films of metals, 6, 23
alloys, 24, 25 ceramics, 26-28 semiconductors, 29- 32 superlattices, 33-36 biominerals, 37 and
superconductors. 38 Other techniques like chemical bath deposition, 39,40 chemical vapor
deposition, 41, 42 physical vapor deposition (sputtering), 43 molecular beam epitaxy,44 laser
ablation, 45 and sol gel 46 are also used in the deposition of thin films of these materials.
One advantage of electrodeposition over other techniques is that the films can be
produced near room temperature, minimizing solid state diffusion in the films produced.
Electrodeposition has been widely used for producing protective coatings for many years;
new applications have been found in the electronics industry.47, 48, 49 Introduction of
copper electrodeposition

in

the

fabrication

of interconnects

in

the high-end

microprocessor and memory devices because of its low electrical resistivity, good
electromigration

resistance,

and compatibility of dual

damascene process has

revolutionized the electronics industry. Recently, the electrodeposition technique, which
exploits the thermodynamic stability of micro scale or nanoscale liquid meniscus to
deposit pure eu or Pt with desirable size for interconnects and other complex threedimensional structures has been demonstrated. 50 Electrodeposition is also a great
technique to produce devices for the conversion or storage of energy, because the
nanostructures are grown from the bottom up and, therefore, maintain good electrical
contact with the substrate. 51 The metals, metal oxides, and superlattices produced by
electrodeposition method have been shown to exhibit giant magnetoresistance,52, 53
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resistance switching behavior,s4 enhanced optical properties,55, 56 enhanced mechanical
properties, 57, 58 and sensing properties, 59- 62 making electrodeposition a very versatile
technique.
In this dissertation, the focus is on electrodeposition of transition metal oxides
thin

films

and

superlattices which

exhibit resistance

switching

phenomenon.

Electrodeposition of metal oxides can occur via (1) redox change, (2) pH change near the
electrode, and (3) oxidation/reduction of complexing agents. In the redox change method,
a metal ion is either oxidized or reduced at the electrode surface. This method has been
used to produce oxides such as CU20,12, 63, 64, 65 Fe304,66-69 Bh 0 3/0, 71 Ce02,72AgO,73
Th0374, 75 and Pb0 2.76 In the case of pH change, the local pH is increased or decreased by
reduction or oxidation of water, causing precipitation of the metal oxide at the electrode
surface. The technique has been used in the electrodeposition of Ce02,77, 78 ZnO/9 Zr02 80
and various biomaterials. 37 Besides water oxidation/reduction for pH change, other
species like O2, 81 N03-2,82 and H20 283 can also be used for pH change. Finally, in the
case of oxidation/reduction of complexing agents, the complexing agent coordinates with
the metal ion and stabilizes the solution in high pH conditions and when oxidized releases
the metal ion. The metal ion then reacts with OB" ions from the base to precipitate the
metal oxide on the electrode. 59, 60, 84, 85
In the case of superlattices and multilayers, either a single-bath or dual-bath can
be used for electrodeposition. 86 The single-bath method is simpler and is restricted to
materials which form compatible electrolytes. 86 The single-bath method has been used in
the electrodeposition of CulNi,87-96 CulBi,97 CulAg,98 CulCo 99 and CuiCuO IOO, 101
multi layers with modulation wavelengths down to 1.5 nm. In the case of dual-bath
method, there is flexibility in the type of multi layers which can be electrodeposited. 86
However, the electrode needs to be transferred between two different solutions, making
the process cumbersome. The dual-bath deposition method has been used to deposit
multi layers in the CulZn,102 NiPJNiP/03 and NiINiP l03 systems. Defect-chemistry
x

superlattices based on ThOl 3 and compositional superlattices in the Pb0 2/ThOl 4,
system have been deposited from a single-bath by pulsing either the current or potential.
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1.2. EPITAXIAL ELECTRODE POSITION
Epitaxy can be defined as "the growth of crystals on a crystalline substrate that
determines their orientation.,,104 Epitaxial films are usually produced using molecular
beam epitaxy (MBE).105 The entire process takes place in an ultra·high vacuum. 105 MBE
was the first technique to demonstrate monolayer·scale heterostructures.106 In MBE,
ultra-pure elements are individually heated in quasi-Knudsen effusion cells to their
sublimation point, forming individual molecular beams. 107 The term "beams" means that
the individual atom beams do not react with each other until they reach the wafer, due to
the long mean free paths of the atoms. The wafer itself is maintained at elevated
temperature where the atoms will react to form epitaxial films. The most important aspect
of MBE is the slow deposition, which allows the films to grow epitaxially.105 The
epitaxial films so formed have superior properties, as the intrinsic properties of the
material can be exploited rather than its grain boundaries. Mostly, but not limited to,
epitaxial films of III-V semiconductors have been produced with this technique. I07 The
films produced have superior electronic and optoelectronic properties. Quantum well
structures can also be formed using the MBE method. 108 Although widely used; the major
disadvantage of this technique is that it is not cost effective. Electrodeposition is a cost
effective technique to produce epitaxial films. Electrodeposition being a solution process,
offers degrees of freedom (pH, additives, potential etc.) to precisely control the size and
morphology of the crystallites, which may not be accessible to UHV methods.
In epitaxy, the orientation of the deposited film is controlled by the orientation of the
substrate. I 09 There are two kinds of epitaxial films: (1) Homo-epitaxial, if the crystalline
film is grown on a crystalline substrate which is a same material. (2) Hetero-epitaxial, if
the crystalline film is grown on a crystalline substrate which is a different materiaL110
Important factors that influence epitaxial growth are (1) lattice mismatch, and (2) binding
energy between the deposited film and the substrate. I I I Generally, an epitaxial film will
deposit with an orientation which forms the lowest mismatch with the substrate. The
mismatch between the lattice parameter of deposited film and the substrate is adjusted by
rotation of the film to form coincidence lattices. An example for such a system is the
electrodeposition of Prussian Blue (PB) on Au(1lO) substrate. 112 The lattice mismatch
between the PB film and substrate is 148%, which reduces to 0.4%, by coincidence
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lattice formation. Similarly, epitaxial ZnO films were deposited on Si(OOI) substrate via
chemical bath deposition, where the lattice mismatch reduced from 40% to 0.25% by
tilting the film 51 0 with the normal. 113 Other examples for large lattice mismatch systems
are perovskite ferroelectrics on MgO, MgO on OaAs, and OaN, AIN, ZnO, LiNb03 on
· 114
sapp hIre.
The first growth technique applied to thin layer epitaxy was liquid phase epitaxy
(LPE).115 In LPE, a supersaturated liquid solution is brought in contact with a substrate in
a temperature controlled furnace. The material deposits epitaxially on the substrate when
it is cooled carefully. In such case, controlling the thickness of the films is difficult.
However, in electrodeposition, which is also a liquid phase technique, the thickness of the
films can be controlled by controlling the charge passed. Extensive work has been carried
out in the underpotential deposition of metals on single-crystal substrates. 116-122 However,
there has been little work on the electrodeposition of epitaxial films in the micrometer
range. Switzer's group has focused on electrodeposition of epitaxial films of CuO,59, 60 0_
Bh 0 3,70,71 CU20,63-65 Fe304,66, 67,69 ZnO,113, 123 SnS,124 Tb 0 3,74, 75 AgO,73 Pb02/ 6 and
superlattices 33 , 34, 35, 125, 126, 127 onto Au, Cu, Si and InP single crystals. Moffat has
produced epitaxial strained-layer CulNi superlattices on Cu(lOO).122 Allongue et al. have
reported epitaxial electrodeposition of Ni films onto OaAs(l00).128 Lincot et al. have
electrodeposited epitaxial films of CdTe on InP(111)129 and ZnO on GaN(0002).130 Kolb
and coworkers have shown epitaxial clusters of Pb, Cu and Au can be grown on Si(lll)
substrate. 131 , 132 Beaunier et al. 133 have reported epitaxial electrodeposition of PbTe on
InP(111)

single-crystal.

Chason

and

coworkers

have

demonstrated

epitaxial

electrodeposition of bulk single crystals of Ni.134 The first part of this dissertation focuses
on electrodeposition of epitaxial superlattices in magnetite/zinc ferrite system. This
dissertation extends the work to electrodeposition of polycrystalline films of Fe304 on
stainless steel and epitaxial electrodeposition of Fe304 on Ni, and InP single-crystal
substrates.

1.3. RESISTANCE SWITCHING
The rapid improvement in modem technology is bringing in new challenges for
the development of memory devices both in terms of architecture and storage.
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Conventional memory devices are reaching their scaling limits. In such a scenario,
alternatives storage devices, with smaller sizes and higher performance are necessary.
Alternative memory devices like magnetic random access memory (MRAM), 135, 136 flash
memory,137 phase change memory (PRAM),138 ferroelectric random access memory
(FeRAM)139 and resistance random access memory (RRAM)140, 141 are being considered.
In the case of MRAM, the magnetic tunnel junction principle is used for memory storage.
Flash memory uses the electrically erasable programmable memory, to erase and write
the data. PRAM uses the change in resistance between the crystalline and amorphous
states of compounds, FeRAM uses the polarization of material which can be reversed and
RRAM uses the change in resistance of the material by applying an electric field for nonvolatile memory storage. 142
Out of all these possibilities, RRAM devices are considered to have several
advantages, such as fast writing times, high densities, and low operating voltages. 143 The
RRAM set up is like a simple capacitor, with metal oxide sandwiched between two metal
electrodes, as shown in Figure 1.1. Because of its simple structure, multilevel stacking
memory structures have been proposed.l 44 The phenomena of resistance switching has
been observed in a variety of metal oxides 140, 141 and organic compounds. 144, 145, 146
Hickmott l47 reported for the first time that the AlIAh03/AI structure showed hysteresis in
current-voltage measurements, indicating that resistive switching occurs. Burch et al. 148
and Freud et al. I49 reported independently resistance switching behavior in magnetite at
77 K. Resistance switching behavior has been reported in a large number of binary
oxides.150, 151
Resistive switching behavior can be classified into basically two types (l)
unipolar resistive switching and (2) bipolar resistive switching. 142 In unipolar resistive
switching, the switching direction depends on the magnitude of applied voltage but not
on the polarity. The behavior has been observed in PCMO,152 SrZrC03,153 SrTi0 3,154
Nio,141, 151 Ti02,156 CU20,157 CuO,158 Si02,159 and Zr02.160 In the case of bipolar
resistance switching, the switching direction depends on the polarity of the applied
voltage. This type of behavior occurs with many semiconducting oxides such as complex
perovskite oxides. 161,162,163

6
The path for resistance switching can be broadly classified into two types: (1) filamentary
conducting path,I64, 165 and (2) interface-type path. 155 In the filamentary conducting path,
a conductive filament is formed due to thermal anodization (heating the sample to form a
passivation layer on the surface) or Joule heating near the interface between the metal
electrode and the oxide, which changes the resistance of the material. 164, 165 However, in
the interface-type path, the resistance switching takes place at the interface between the
metal electrode and the oxide. The driving mechanism for interface-type path can be
electrochemical migration of oxygen vacancies, 155, 166-168 trapping of charge carriers, 161163 and a Mott transitionl69-171 induced by carriers doped at the interface .
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Figure 1.1. The figure shows resistance switching experimental setup for a
polycrystalline magnetite (gray) on a polycrystalline stainless steel (SS) substrate (blue).
The blown up regions on the magnetite film shown are the top-plan view, cross section
SEM images and bottom AFM image. The plot inside the electrical circuit corresponds to
power density plot with different contact areas.

Recently, resistance switching behavior has been observed in nano-phase
magnetite,172, 173 thin epitaxial films,172 and defect chemistry superlattices of magnetite. 174
The resistance switching in magnetite does not happen at room temperature and does not
follow the conventional paths for resistance switching. 172-174 For the switching to happen
in magnetite, the films are held at temperatures below the Verwey transition, where
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magnetite has a different phase (distorted cubic) and higher resistance. To such a film,
when an electric field is applied, an insulator-to-metal phase transition occurs, and upon
removal of the electric field the crystal goes back to the original state. For such a
transition to occur at lower bias, it was shown that nano-phase magnetite is critical. 172, 174
Bulk single crystals exhibit resistance switching only when a large electric field is
applied. 174, 175 The mechanism of resistance switching in magnetite has been attributed to
electric field driven, 172 louIe heating 176 and in some cases both. 174
In this dissertation, resistance switching in magnetite has been studied in the defect
chemistry superlattices, epitaxial films, and polycrystalline films of magnetite. Defect
chemistry superlattices in magnetite and polycrystalline films of magnetite on stainless
steel exhibit phase transition jump, whereas the epitaxial films do not show the phase
transition jump.

1.4. MAGNETITE
Magnetite (Fe304) is the oldest magnetic mineral in nature. 177 It has an inverse
spinel structure with space group Fd3m and a lattice parameter of 0.8397 nm. The crystal
structure of magnetite is shown in Figure 1.2. The tetrahedral sites are occupied by Fe 3+
ions, whereas the octahedral sites are occupied by equal number of Fe3+ and Fe2+ ions.
This model is in agreement with the crystal field stabilization energy (CFSE) calculation
for Fe304. Fe 2+ ions has six 3d electrons with the octahedral sites having a higher CFSE
(11.9 kcal.morl) than tetrahedral sites (7.9 kcal.mor 1). On the other hand, the Fe3+ ions
which has a zero CFSE in high spin configuration (five 3d electrons) at both tetrahedral
and the octahedral sites has no site preference, occupies the octahedral sites. 178
Magnetite exhibits ferrimagnetism below the Curie temperature of 860 K186
Ferri magnetism results from antiparallel spin coupling and incomplete magnetic moment
cancellation. Magnetite also has 100% spin polarization at the Fermi level. 181 Due to the
high Curie temperature and 100% spin polarization, Fe304, is a potential candidate for
spintronic devices and other device applications. Although 100% spin polarization has
been predicted based on electron band structure calculation in Fe304, experimentally, a
lower value has been reported due to deviations from stoichiometry. Debkov et al.
reported that Fe304 has a negative spin polarization of -80 ± 5% for a Fe304(l11) film at
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room temperature. 187 The imbalance in the spm polarization results in large
magnetoresistance values for Fe304. Magnetoresistance studies have been conducted on
bulk Fe 304 single crystals, 188, 189 deposited single crystal films, 179, 190, 191 polycrystalline
films,192. 194 powders, 180, 195 and nanocontacts. 12 Coey et al. 196 attributed the MR behavior
to the alignment of magnetization of the grains in the presence of a magnetic field.
Kothari et a1. 67 also observed approximately 6.5% MR in electrodeposited polycrystalline
films which they attributed to the transport of spin polarized electrons across the spinaligned grain boundaries.
Fe304 is a conductor at room temperature with a resistivity of ~ 0.01 O_cm. 3,4
The electronic conduction is attributed to hopping of charge carriers between the Fe2+ and
Fe3+ ions. 179, 180 At lower temperatures, the electrical resistivity of Fe304 increases due to
charge re-ordering on the Fe3+ and Fe 2+ ions in the octahedral sites. 181 The phenomenon
was first discovered by E. J. W. Verwey in 1939. 182 Verwey found that the resistance
increases abruptly by a factor of 100 at

~120

K in a Fe304 sample. This phenomena has

since been called the Verwey transition, below which Fe304 becomes paramagnetic and
the crystal structure changes from cubic to a slightly distorted cubic (resembling
monoclinic), and ordering of the Fe 2+ and Fe 3+ occurs. 183. 184 X-ray diffraction
measurements also confirmed lattice distortions at lower temperatures. 185
Magnetite has also been shown to exhibit resistance switching behavior when it is
placed at temperatures below the Verwey transition temperature and either current or bias
is increased. 172 - 176 Bulk single crystals of magnetite exhibit resistance switching, when a
large electric field is applied to the crystal. 175, 176 Recently, Natelson et al.172 showed that
the resistance switching can be achieved at low electric fields, if nano-phase magnetite is
used. Switzer et al. I74 reported multistate resistance switching in electrodeposited
magnetite defect chemistry superlattices. They observed that the superlattices exhibit
both low-to-high and high-to-Iow resistance switching at relatively low bias during the iV
measurements. Both Natelson and Switzer discussed the importance of the nano-phase
magnetite for resistance switching to happen at a lower bias. 172. 174 The mechanism of
resistance switching has been attributed to Joule heating, electric field driven and in some
cases both.I72-176 It is still not clear as to which of these mechanisms is true for Fe304.
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Odagawa et al.

219

reported a low-to-high resistance switching and attributed it to the

oxidation of Fe304 films to y-Fe203.

Figure 1.2. A unit cell of magnetite (Fe304) with an inverse spinel structure, space group
Fd3m.
In this dissertation, magnetite films electrodeposited on polycrystalline SS
substrates, epitaxial films and superlattices were characterized for magnetic properties,
and for the resistance switching behavior. The films were electrodeposited from an
alkaline solution of Fe(III)-TEA bath at 80°C. Films of F e304 were deposited in the
present work on polycrystalline stainless steel, Au sputtered glass substrates and single
crystals of Au, Ni and InP.

1.5. COPPER OXIDE
Copper(U) oxide (CuO) has a centrosyrnmetric structure (i.e. it has an inversion
center, i), hence the crystal structure of CuO is achiraI. CuO has a monoclinic structure,
with the space group C2/c, and the lattice parameters are a = 0.4685 nm, b = 0.3430 nm, c

= 0.5139 nm, a

=

y

= 90°, and

~

= 99.08°. In the monoclinic structures, the b-axis is
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unique, and is perpendicular to both a and c axes. Based on the space group, a glide plane
can be perpendicular to b axis. An achiral plane has a mirror or glide plane perpendicular
to it. Therefore, all planes which are parallel to b-axis are achiral, i.e. planes with k

=

o.

All other planes are chiral in CuO.
Chirality

is

the

handedness

of the

molecule.

Chiral

molecules

are

nonsuperimposable mirror images of one another. Chiral molecules are of great interest
to the pharmaceutical industry.197 Only one of the enantiomers may be useful while the
other toxic, therefore separation of these enantiomers is very critical. Traditionally, the
industry has relied on using homogenous solution-based catalysis or enzymatic reactions
to carry out enantiospecific syntheses. Separation of enantiomers can be improved if
heterogeneous catalysts can be used. 198
A lot of work has been done

in

developing heterogeneous catalysts for

enantiomeric separations. Mostly the work has concentrated on adsorbing chiral
molecules on surfaces and breaking the symmetry. A classic example is the Orito l99
reaction, in which hydrogenation of a-ketoesters over alumina supported platinum
catalysts modified with chiral cinchonidine yields enantioselective products. Another
example is the modification of a Ni surface by adsorbing (R,R)-tartaric acid. The
modified Ni surface was used to catalyze ~-ketoesters with a 90 % enantiomeric excess of
the R-product over the S-product. 2oO However, the durability of such surfaces for
practical applications is of concern. An alternative to adsorption can be producing
intrinsic chiral surfaces. High index surfaces of metals have kink sites which can act as
chiral sites?OI Rules to identify such surfaces have been proposed. 202, 203 An example for
such a surface is Pt(643). Scholl et a1. 204 reported enantiospecific adsorption of chiral
molecules on these surfaces using Monte Carlo simulations, while Attard et al. 20S showed
enantiospecific electrochemical oxidation of glucose on these surfaces.
Switzer et al. demonstrated a new approach to develop chiral surfaces for
heterogeneous catalysis. 59, 60 In their approach, a metal oxide such as CuO, which is not
intrinsically chiral, was deposited as a chiral film on low index surfaces of Au single
crystal. The chirality to the film was directed by the chiral precursors present in the
solution. X-ray pole figures were used to determine the chiral orientation of the CuD
films and azimuthal scans were used to determine the enantiomeric excess. The chiral

II

Cuo films also showed selectivity, and the selectivity was improved by selectively
etching the films in chiral solutions. 61 , 62 Widmer et a1. 206 have since verified the surface
chirality of these films by X-ray photoelectron diffraction. Besides CuO, biominerals
such as calcite with chiral facets were also electrodeposited. 37
In this dissertation, chiral CuO films were deposited on single crystal surfaces of
Cu(1ll) and Cu(II 0) from copper(II) complexes of malic acid. The handedness of the
film is directed by the chirality of the deposition solution. To understand the mechanism
of chiral electrodeposition, copper malate crystals were synthesized and their structure
was determined using X-ray crystallography.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1. SUBSTRATE PREPARATION
2.1.1. Polycrystalline stainless steel substrates of two kinds SS 304 L (Fe, Cr <
20%, Ni < 12%, C < 0.03%, Mn < 2%, Si < 1%, P < 0.045%, and N < 0.1 %) and SS 430

(Fe, Cr < 18%, Ni < 0.75%, C < 0.12%, Mn < 1%, Si < 1%, P < 0.04%, and S < 0.03%)
were purchased from Metal Samples Company (Munford, Alabama, USA). The SS
substrates were successively mechanically polished at 1 and 0.25 J.lm. After polishing, all
substrates were ultrasonically cleaned in a 1: 1 acetone and ethanol mixture, followed by
rinsing with deionized water. The substrate was wrapped with a SS wire to make
electrical contact.
2.1.2. Single crystal Au substrates with 99.99 +% purity were purchased from

Monocrystal Company (Medina, OH, USA). The diameter of the crystals was 10 mm
and the thickness was 2 mm. The crystal was initially mechanically polished at 0.25 J.lm
followed by electro-polishing. Electro-polishing is carried out anodically, at a constant
current density of 1.5 A/cm2 in a moderately stirred solution of 50 vol. % ethanol, 25 vol.
% ethylene glycol, and 25 vol. % concentrated HCI at 55°C. Electro-polishing is usually
carried out for 30-45 s based on the requirement. A graphite electrode serves as the
counter electrode. Following the electro-polishing, flame annealing of the Au crystal is
carried out. Flame annealing is carried out in dark room using a hydrogen flame. The Au
single crystal is annealed till it turns red and the flame is immediately turned off. Finally,
the sample is wrapped with a Au wire for electrical contact.
2.1.3. Single crystal Ni Substrates with 99.99 +% purity were purchased from

Monocrystal Company (Medina, OH, USA). The diameter of the crystals was 10 mm and
the thickness was 2 mm. The crystal was initially mechanically polished at 0.25 J.lm
followed by electro-polishing. The bath for electro-polishing Ni single crystal is prepared
by taking 29 parts of distilled water (approximately 87 ml) and adding 39 parts of conc.
H2S04 (approximately 117 ml). A small amount of nickel sulfate is added to the mixture
and the solution is stirred till it reaches room temperature. Electro-polishing is then
carried out anodically, at a constant current density of 1.5 A/cm2 at a high stir rate of 600800 rpm for 30-45 s. A Ni foil serves as a counter electrode. The electro-polishing is
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carried out at room temperature. Electrodeposition was carried out immediately after
electro-polishing the crystal, to avoid the formation of any native oxide.
2.1.4 Single crystal Cu substrates with 99.99 +% purity were purchased from
Monocrystal Company (Medina, OH, USA). The diameter of the crystals was 10 mm and
the thickness was 2 mm. The crystal was initially mechanically polished at 0.25 !lm
followed by electro-polishing. The electro-polishing is carried out in a 67 vol. %
orthophosphoric acid aqueous solution at a potential of 1.45 V vs. SCE. Whereas a
meniscus method is used for electro-polishing other single crystals, Cu single crystals are
completely dipped into the solution, and are placed at 45

0

angle to the counter electrode

(Cu foil), to achieve high quality surfaces. A black CuO film is formed after electropolishing which is removed by rinsing with 01 water.

Immediately before

electrodeposition, the crystal is treated with a drop of 0.1 M HCI0 4 to remove any native
oxide present.
2.1.5 Single crystal InP substrates were supplied by Wafer Technology Ltd.,
doped with sulfur to a resistivity of approximately 1.6 x 10-3 Oem. The wafers are
degreased in ethanol and acetone and then rinsed with OI water before etching. The etch
carried out in solution of 3 M H2S04 for 3 min to remove the native oxide, followed by a
thorough washing with OJ water. Ohmic contacts are made using Ga-Jn eutectic.

2.2. MAJOR CHARACHERTIZATION TECHNIQUES
2.2.1 X-ray diffraction X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a non-destructive technique
that reveals crystallography of an unknown material using monochromatic X-rays. X-rays
are generated by an X-ray tube that uses a high voltage to accelerate the electrons
released by a cathode to a high velocity. The so generated electrons collide with a metal
target, the anode, creating the X-rays?07 Different X-ray sources are used based on the
need. Tungsten or a crack-resistant alloy of rhenium (5%) and tungsten (95%) are
generally used in the medical field. When soft X-rays are needed for special applications
like mammography, a molybdenum source is used. In crystallography, a copper target is
most common, with cobalt often being used when fluorescence from iron content in the
sample might otherwise present a problem. For a copper target, X-ray emissions
commonly contains a continuous white radiation and two characteristic x-rays, Ka (A. =
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0.15418 run) and Kp (A

=

0.13922 run) leading from 2p -71s and 3p -71s transitions,

respectively. In general, the Ka transition is more intense than Kp, and is a combination of

Ka/ and Ka2. This is because of the slight difference between two possible spin states of
2p electrons. Monochromatic Ka X-rays can be obtained by using suitable filters that
absorb the unneeded white radiation and Kp. For example, a Ni foil is commonly used for
radiation of copper target. 20S
X-ray diffraction works on the principle of Bragg's law, nA = 2d sin e, where A is
the x-ray wavelength, d is the lattice spacing and

e is the Bragg angle.

The layers of a

crystal act like weak reflecting mirrors for the X-rays. Only if the path difference of the
reflected X-rays is a whole number of wavelengths does constructive interference occurs,
as shown in Figure 2.1.

2

••••••••
••••••••
Figure 2.1. Schematic representation of Bragg's law.

In general, X-ray diffraction patterns are plots of intensity versus 2e angle.
Different planes in a crystal diffract at different angles giving a pattern which is unique to
a crystal. The intensities of the reflections are determined by the distribution of the
electrons in the unit cell. X-rays going through areas with high electron density will
reflect strongly and areas with low electron density will give weak intensities. Therefore,
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every crystalline material has a unique X-ray diffraction pattern that can be used to
determine the crystallinity and phase of the deposited material.
Thin films deposited on polycrystalline substrates can be analyzed by running two
types of experiments. In the first case, a symmetric scan (gonio scan) can be used to
evaluate the out-of-plane texture of the film. It is a conventional 9-29 scan for the BraggBrentano geometry. Figure 2.2 (A) shows a schematic representation of a gonio scan.
Where,

ill

is the incident angle and 9 is the diffracted angle. In a gonio scan, co

=

9 and co

+ 9 = 29. Another way to characterize thin films is through glancing angle measurements,
as shown in Figure 2.2 (B). In this case, co + 9 = 29 and co is fixed but 9 varies. Glancing
angle measurement is a good technique to measure polycrystalline grains. As the w is
fixed and the 9 is varied, all the planes in the material are brought into the Bragg
condition. However, this technique cannot be used for highly oriented films or epitaxial
films.

Gonio scan

Glancing angle

••••••••

••••••••
=

w + 9 29
w=9

w + 8 =28
w = fixed

Figure 2.2. Schematic representation of (A) gonio scan used for textured films and (B)
glancing angle used for polycrystalline grains.

Epitaxial films deposited on single crystals are oriented both out-of-plane as well
as in-plane. In this case, X-ray characterization such as diffraction patterns, pole figures,
azimuthal scans, and rocking curves are performed. Unlike polycrystalline films,
epitaxial films grow with one orientation and show only a family of planes in the pattern.
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In Figure 2.3, an epitaxial magnetite film deposited on a Ni(lII) substrate shows only the

{Ill} family peaks. The experimental setup to determine out-of-plane orientation is
similar to the gonio scan but instead a 29-omega scan is run. The difference between this
and the gonio scan is that there can be an offset between 28 and omega, so that omega =
Y2 29 + offset. This is useful when collecting a diffraction scan from an epitaxial film,
when the tilt of the film is compensated by the offset. Identification of the pattern is done
by comparing the pattern with the existing patterns in the database. For example, a
magnetite film is identified by JCPDS#I9-0629 pattern. However, this does not provide
any information about in-plane orientation of the film. To determine the in-plane
orientation of the film, X-ray pole figures and azimuthal scans are run. Pole figures can
be used to probe planes which are not parallel with the geometric surface of the sample.
The sample is moved through a series of tilt angles, X. and at each tilt angle the sample is
rotated through azimuthal angle, <p, of 0 to 360°. Peaks occur in the pole figure when the
Bragg condition is satisfied. During the experiment 29 is fixed, which is normally the
highest intensity peak of a randomly oriented powder diffraction pattern of the material.
Figure 2.4 is a schematic representation of a pole figure measurement. Azimuthal scans
can be considered as a cross-section of a pole figure. They are obtained when the
measurement is carried out at a specific 29 for only specific tilt angle, X. and rotated
azimuthally, <p, from 0 to 360°. Comparing the azimuthal scans at specific tilt angle for a
substrate and a film, we can obtain the epitaxial relationships.
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Figure 2.3. X-ray diffraction pattern of an epitaxial magnetite (Fe304) film on Ni(lll)
single crystal. 220
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To determine the quality of epitaxy, X-ray rocking curves are run. The rocking
curves indicate the mosaic spread of the film relative to the substrate. The larger the full
width at half maximum (FWHM), the larger the mosaic spread. In the experimental setup
for a rocking curve, only the omega axis is scanned as data are collected. All other axes,
such as 20, are fixed at specific angles. In a perfect single crystal, the FWHM is small
indicating that all domains are aligned. The width of the rocking curve is a direct
measurement of the range of orientation of the sample. In general, the rocking curves are
performed for substrate as well as the film for comparison of mosaic spread. If the mosaic
spread of the film is low and comparable to the substrate, the peaks in the pole figure
become sharper and more intense. Rocking curves have been used to understand the inplane misorientation of ZnO, AIN, and GaN on sapphire and MgO films grown on
GaAS. 209
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2.2.2 Scanning electron microscope (SEM) uses a focused high-energy electron
beam to generate a variety of signals at the surface of solid specimens. The signals
obtained from electron-sample interactions reveal information about the sample including
external morphology, chemical composition, and crystalline structure and orientation of
materials making up the sample.
The first SEM used to examine the surface of a solid specimen was described by
Zworykin et al. 210 in 1942, working in the RCA laboratories in the United States. Since
then there has been a lot of development and currently the world's highest SEM
resolution at high beam energies (0.4 nm at 30 keY) is obtained with the Hitachi S-5500.
In a SEM instrument, the electron gun produces a beam of electrons which are
accelerated to a high energy state of about

0.2~40

eV. Accelerated electrons upon

interaction with the sample generate secondary electrons, backscattered electrons,
diffracted electrons, X-rays, visible light, and heat.

Secondary electrons and

backscattered electrons are commonly used for imaging samples: secondary electrons are
most valuable for showing morphology and topography on samples and backscattered
electrons are mostly used to find the contrasts in composition in multi phase samples. Xrays are produced by inelastic collisions of the incident electrons with electrons in
different core shells of atoms in the sample. As the excited electrons return to lower
energy states, they yield X-rays that are characteristic to a material.
Essential components of all SEMs include the following: 1) electron source
(electron gun), (2) electron lenses, (3) sample stage, (4) detectors for all signals of
interest, and (5) display data output devices. Figure 2.5 shows an illustration of all the
components and a general working principle.
There are several advantages of using the SEM. The SEM is critical in all fields
that require characterization of solid materials. Most SEMs are comparatively easy to
operate, with user-friendly interfaces. However, samples must be solid and they must fit
into the microscope chamber. For most instruments samples must be stable in a vacuum
on the order of 10.5 - 10-6 torr. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) detectors on
SEMs cannot detect very light elements (H, He, and Li), and many instruments cannot
detect elements with atomic number less than 11 (Na). An electrically conductive coating
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is used in conventional SEMs, unless the instrument is capable of operating in a low
vacuum mode. 21 J
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Figure 2.5. Illustration of a scanning lectron microscope2J J
2.2.3 Transmission electron microscope (TEM) uses a high voltage electron
beam to create an image. The electrons interact with a very thin sample and only those
that go past unobstructed hit the phosphor screen on the other side. At this point, the
electrons are converted to light and an image or diffraction pattern is formed.
The dark areas of the image correspond to areas on the specimen where fewer
electrons were able to pass through (either absorbed or scattered upon impact); the lighter
areas are where electrons did pass through completely. TEMs are capable of imaging at a
significant higher resolution than light microscopes, owing to the small de Broglie
wavelength of electrons. This enables the user to examine fine detail, even as small as a
single column of atoms.
Figure 2.6 illustrates the components of a typical TEM instrument. The gun in
TEM is designed to create a beam of electrons, and usually can be divided into two
categories: thermionic emission or field emission. In general, the sources used are
tungsten and lanthanum hexaboride (LaB6) for thermionic emission because of their
higher melting temperature and low work function, respectively.
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The thermionic emission current density, J, can be related to the work function of
the emitting material and is a Boltzmann distribution given by the following equation.

J = A T 2exp (-<I>lkT)

(1)

Where, J is the emitted current density, A is a Richardson's constant (Alm 2K\ <I> is the
work function, k is the Boltzmann's constant (8.5x 10-5 eV /K) and T is the absolute
temperature. The equation shows that in order to achieve sufficient current density it is
necessary to heat the emitter, hence higher melting temperature material are used. To
prevent thermal shock, there is often a delay enforced in the application of current to the
tip, to prevent thermal gradients from damaging the filament. In contrast, the mechanism
for field emission is much simpler. It follows a simple equation as shown below.

E= Vir

(2)

Where, E is electric field, V is the voltage applied and r is the radius at the point of
voltage application. In field-emission guns electrons are generated in two steps. In the
. first step, the anode is positively charged by several kV with respect to the tip, followed
by second anode accelerating electrons to 100 kV or more.
Lenses in the TEM may operate electrostatically or magnetically. Electromagnetic
coils are used to generate a convex lens set up. In such lenses, the field produced must be
symmetrical radially, as the deviation from radial symmetry of the magnetic lens causes
aberrations such as astigmatism. There are several types of magnetic lenses in the TEM:
condenser lens, objective lens, intermediate lens and projector lens. Each lens plays a
different role. Condenser lens are utilized to illuminate the specimen with a parallel
electron beam. Usually there are two condenser lenses, the second condenser lens
controls the convergent angle of a beam leaving the condenser system, and then produces
a focused beam on the specimen. The objective lens generates the image and diffraction
patterns as a beam of electrons are scattered by the specimen. Intermediate and projector
lens are used to magnify the images or diffraction patterns.
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Figure 2.6. Schematic of a transmission electron microscope212

There are different imaging modes in TEM. In general, the most common types of
imaging modes are: bright field, diffraction, electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS),
high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM), and three dimensional
imaging. In this thesis, some of these techniques are used for characterizing the Fe304
films and superlattices in the magnetitelzinc ferrite system. In the bright field imaging
mode, regions with higher atomic number will appear dark, while regions with low
electron density appear bright. In diffraction imaging mode, the apertures are placed in
the back focal plane, the desired Bragg reflections can be selected, and thus Kikuchi
patterns are formed, if a crystalline material is being characterized. Such Kikuchi bands
mark orientation space with well-defined intersections (called zones or poles) as well as
paths connecting one intersection to the next. In the EELS technique, electrons are
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selectively rejected based upon on their voltage, using a magnetic device known as an
EELS spectrometer. EELS scans are used to determine different elements in the material.
Finally, in the case of three dimensional imaging, multiple views of the same specimen
can be obtained by rotating the angle of the sample along an axis perpendicular to the
beam?12
Specimen preparation for TEM is a cumbersome process as the sample needs to
be very thin (few hundreds of nanometers). TEM specimens can be prepared by several
techniques or sometimes combinations of several techniques. Some of the sample
preparation techniques are as follows: (1) mechanical milling, (2) chemical etching, (3)
ion etching and (4) focused ion beam (FIB). All the TEM samples for our experiments
were prepared using the focused ion beam technique. It is possible to micro machine
samples very precisely using the FIB technique. FIB makes use of energetic gallium ions
for milling the sample.

2.2.4 Magnetic characterization (PPMS): A 9T physical property measurement
system (PPMS) from Quantum design is used to characterize electrical and magnetic
properties of materials. This system allows measurements in a controlled temperature and
magnetic field environment, with temperature ranging from 1.9-400 K and magnetic
fields from 0-9T. The entire system is computer controlled, allowing programmed
temperature, current, or field sweeps during a measurement. Its design combines many
features in one instrument to make the PPMS the most versatile system of its kind. Some
of the applications include: DC resistivity, AC transport (AC resistivity, Hall coefficient,
iV curve, critical current), heat capacity, thermal transport (thermal conductivity, Seebeck
coefficient), AC susceptibility, vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM), and torque
magnetometer. Switzer's group has a PPMS purchased from Quantum Design, which has
some of the above stated features.
Magnetic and electrical properties of polycrystalline and epitaxial films of
magnetite, zinc ferrite and superlattices in magnetitelzinc ferrite system electrodeposited
on polycrystalline and single crystalline substrates where characterized using the PPMS
instrument. The resistance dependence on temperature, and magnetoresistance properties
of films and superlattices were determined using the resistivity option on the PPMS.
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Magnetic hysteresis loops, field-cooled and zero-field-cooled magnetization data for the
films and supedattices were obtained using the VSM option on the PPMS.
The resistivity option can report resistance as well as resistivity, conductance, and
conductivity for a material. Samples are mounted on standard PPMS sample pucks or on
resistivity sample pucks. Resistivity sample pucks have four contacts, one positive and
one negative contact for both current and voltage. For our experiments, the setup was
slightly modified. Two contacts were made using In metal, one to the top of the film or
superlattice and the other to the substrate. One of these contacts was soldered to the
negative current and voltage and the other contact was soldered to the positive current
and voltage. Even though the puck has a capability to hold three samples, only one
sample was measured at a time.
For a resistance vs. temperature plot the temperature is gradually decreased from
300 K to 10K at small steps, and at each temperature the resistance is measured. In the
case of magnetoresistance measurements, the magnetic field was gradually increased and
the resistance was measured at each magnetic field. Magnetoresistance is the property of
a material to change the value of electrical resistance when an external magnetic field is
applied. Magnetoresistance is defined as a ratio of change of resistance at an applied
magnetic field (RH) and at zero magnetic fields (Ra) to resistance at zero magnetic fields
(Ra). It can be described by the following equation.

% MR = (RH - Ra) /

Ro

(3)

There are different kinds of magnetoresistance: anisotropic magnetoresistance
(AMR), giant magnetoresistance (GMR), colossal magnetoresistance (CMR), and
tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR). In the case of AMR, the direction of applied
magnetic field with respect to the material influences the MR. The AMR effect is seen in
materials because the origin of the MR effect lies in the spin orbit coupling. As the
direction of magnetization rotates, the electron cloud about each nucleus deforms
slightly, changing the amount of scattering of electrons. The GMR effect was first
reported by GrUnberg et al. 213 and Fert et al. 214 independently in 1988, in
antiferromagnetically coupled multilayers of Fe/Cr. In these structures, thin layers of
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magnetic metals are separated by layers of non-magnetic metals. The GMR effect
requires that there is a way to change the relative orientations of the magnetization in
adjacent magnetic metal layers, and the thickness of the films must be less than the mean
free path of the electrons. CMR effect is generally observed in perovskite structures. In
this case, the change of resistivity is in the order of tens of thousands ohm-cm. This
effect was first seen by G. H. Jonker and J. H. van Santen215 in 1950.
Magnetic hysteresis loops are obtained using the VSM option. Originally, VSM
was developed by Foner?16 The working principle ofVSM is based on the Faraday's law
of induction in which an electromotive force is induced by a time-varying magnetic flux.
When the sample is vibrated with small fixed amplitude (A) in a magnetic field, the
induced voltage (E) can be given by217

E = crGA2nf cos (2nft)

(4)

where, cr is the magnetic moment f the sample, G is a factor dependent upon the detection
coil geometry, f is the vibration frequency and t is the time.
The magnetic hysteresis loops obtained through VSM provides detailed information
about magnetization behavior for a given material, as shown in Figure 2.7. Several
important properties can be obtained from a M-H loop. The saturation magnetization (Ms)
is the maximum absolute value of measured magnetization M. The remanence (Mr) is
defined as the magnetization retained in the material after removing the applied field. The
coercivity (He) is the field above which a permanent magnetic moment can be sustained.
The square ness (Sr = M/Ms) is an indication of the ability of a ferromagnetic material to
retain magnetization after applied field is switched off.
Information of the energy barriers can be obtained by temperature-dependent
magnetization data measured in zero-field-cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled (FC)
procedures. In the case of ZFC magnetization curve, the sample is first cooled in a zero
field from high temperature down to a low temperature. Then a magnetic field is applied
and the magnetization as a function of temperature is measured in the warming process.
In the FC magnetization curves, the magnetization data is obtained while cooling the
sample to the low temperature in the same field. ZFC curves are the measure of
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thermodynamic equilibrium states described by the Curie law. When the temperature is
lowered, the system will try to approach the corresponding equilibrium state through
relaxation process. When the temperature is increased, the relaxation rate increases
exponentially and reaches an equilibrium value at a certain temperature, any further
increase of temperature results in decreasing the magnetization following the Curie
law? I 8

M

___________

~~~

______---- H

Figure 2.7. A typical hysteresis loop for a ferromagnetic material indicating the regions
with information on the loop.
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As the size of non-volatile memory continues to shrink, there is increasing
demand for highly scalable memory devices. An emerging technology is resistive random
access memory (RRAM) that is based on resistance switching in materials such as
transition metal oxides. l Natelson and coworkers have shown that nanophase magnetite,
Fe)04, exhibits resistance switching,2 which they attribute to an electric field driven
insulator-to-metal phase transition below the Verwey temperature) of 120 K due to strong
electron-phonon coupling.

For such RRAM devices, it is often necessary to have

nanophase material. Superlattices (that is, periodic layered nanostructures with coherent
stacking of atomic planes) are ideal for such applications, because they combine the
nanometer-scale dimensions of the individual layer thicknesses with the utility of largescale films that can be conveniently connected to the real world.

We previously

demonstrated that it is possible to electrodeposit both defect chemistry and compositional
4
ceramic superlattices. Here, we show that defect chemistry superlattices based on Fe)04
and compositional superlattices in the Fe)04/ZnFe204 system can be electrodeposited as
epitaxial films on Au(111) from a single plating bath by simply pulsing the applied
potential. We designate superlattices based on Fe)04 which have alternating layers with
different Fe(lIJ)/Fe(II) ratios as defect chemistry superlattices, and superlattices in the
Fe)OJZnFe204 system which have alternating layers with different Fe/Zn ratios as

compositional superlattices. Due to the nanometer-scale thickness of the layers in the
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magnetite defect-chemistry superlattices they exhibit a unique and potentially important
multistate resistance switching during perpendicular transport measurements.
In the deposition of superlattices we exploit the fact that magnetite (Fe304) and
zinc ferrite (ZnFe204) deposit by an electrochemical/chemical (EC) mechanism, and that
the surface concentrations of Fe (II) and Fe(III) can be precisely controlled through the
applied potential. Films of Fe304 can be deposited with stoichiometries that depend on
the applied potential. We deposit defect chemistry superlattices based on Fe304 from a
stirred solution of 87 mM Fe(III), 100 mM triethanolamine (TEA), and 2 M NaOH at 80
°C. The deposition of Fe304 is believed to occur by an electrochemical-chemical (EC)
mechanism described by Eq. 1 and 2.5
Fe(TEA)3+ + e- ---+ Fe2+ + TEA
Fe2+ + 2Fe(TEA)3+ + 80H- ---+ Fe304 + 2TEA + 4H 20

(1)
(2)

A linear sweep voltammogram at 50 m V /s of an Au(111) single crystal in the
stirred (200 rpm) deposition bath is shown in Figure. 1A. The deposition of Fe304 begins
at a potential of -0.99 V, and the reaction becomes mass-transport-limited at a potential of
about -1.2 V vs. Ag/ AgCI. The mass-transport-limited current is predominately
controlled by convection. At low overpotentials where i = 0, the surface concentration of
Fe(TEA)3+ should be equal to the bulk concentration, whereas at high overpotentials at
which the current reaches the mass-transport limit the surface concentration of Fe(TEA)3+
should approach zero. The surface concentration of Fe(JII) can be calculated from Eg. 3,

J..- = [C
ll,c

Fe (III)(bulk)

- C Fe (III)(surface )]

CFe(JII/bulk)

(3)

where i is the measured current, il,c is the limiting cathodic current, C Fe(III)(bulk) is
the bulk concentration of Fe(III) in solution, and C Fe(III)(surface) is the Fe(III)
concentration at the electrode surface. 6 Stoichiometric Fe304 should deposit at an applied
potential of -1.06 V vs. AglAgCI at which i/il,c = 113.

The material should have an

excess of Fe(III) at potentials more positive than -1.06 V, and an excess of Fe(II) at
potentials more negative than -1.06 V vs. AgiAgCl.
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Compositional superlattices in the Fe304/ZnFe204 system can be produced by
adding 30 mM Zn(H) to the deposition bath. The Zn(II) is electrochemically inert in the
potential range of deposition and will substitute for Fe(II) in the crystal structure. The
Zn(II) concentration in the film should decrease as the current approaches the mass
transport limit, because the surface concentration of Fe(II) increases as the current is
increased. The calculated surface concentrations of Fe(III), Fe(II), and Zn(II) are shown
in Figure. 18. The dependence of the lattice parameters of Fe304 and ZnxFe3-x04 films
on the applied potential is shown in Figure. 1C. In reasonable agreement with our
calculations, Fe 304 deposited at approximately -1.05 to -1.06 V vs. Ag/AgCI has a lattice
parameter that agrees well with the literature value of Fe304. We also measured the
Verwey transition of films grown at a series of potentials by transport measurements.
The Verwey transition temperature reaches a maximum value of 123 K for a magnetite
film deposited at -1.065 V vs. Ag/ AgCI, compared with 103 K for a film grown at -1.01
V vs. Ag/AgCl.

Because nonstoichiometry is known to lower the Verwey transition

temperature, our results suggest that nearly stoichiometric magnetite is produced at a
potential of -1.065 V vs. Ag/AgCI. Films grown in the presence of Zn(II) have lattice
parameters that approach the literature value of ZnFe204 at more positive potentials. The
calculated and measured (by EDS) Zn content of the films as a function of potential are
shown in Figure. 1D. The Zn concentration was calculated by assuming that the
Zn(II)/Fe(H) ratio in the film is the same as the ratio of the surface concentrations
calculated in Fig. 1B from the linear sweep voltammogram. The Zn content in the films
decreases as the current approaches the mass transport limit.
Defect chemistry superlattices based on Fe304 were deposited by pulsing the
potential in the Fe(III)-TEA bath between -1.01 and -1.065 V vs. Ag/AgCl.
Compositional superlattices in the Fe304/ZnFe204 system were deposited from the same
bath with 30 mM Zn(II) added by pulsing between -0.99 and -1.05 V vs. Ag/AgCl. The
superlattices were deposited as epitaxial films on single-crystal Au(111) substrates.
The layered structure of a compositional superlattice in the Fe304/ZnFe204 system
is readily apparent in the high angle annular dark field (HAADF) image in Figure. 2A
that we obtained in a focused ion beam (FIB) microscope. The superlattice was designed
to have a large modulation wavelength of 70 nrn so that it could be easily imaged in the
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FIB. The light layers that are 25 run thick correspond to the higher zinc content layer that
was grown at -0.99 V vs. Ag/AgCI. The darker layers that are 45 run thick correspond to
the lower zinc content material that was grown at -1.05 V vs. Ag/AgCl.
The superlattices were also characterized by X-ray diffraction. Figure. 2B shows
the (311) X-ray pole figures of a compositional superlattice in the Fe304/ZnFe204 system
with a modulation wavelength of 12.5 run (left) and the Au(111) substrate (right). The
superlattice was deposited from the Zn(II)-containing bath by pulsing between -0.99 V
vs. Ag/AgCl for 2.5 sand -1.05 V vs. Ag/AgCI for 0.5 s. The X-ray pole figures show
that the superlattice grows epitaxially on the Au(l1l).

Both pole figures have sharp

peaks at tilt angles of 29.5, 58.5, and 80°, but the peaks for the superlattice are rotated
azimuthally by 180° relative to the Au(111) peaks. That is, the films grow with the same
(111) out-of-plane orientation as the substrate, but they are rotated anti parallel in-plane.
The

epitaxial

relationship

of

the

films

to

the

Au(111)

substrate

IS

Fe304(111)[011]IIAu(111)[011].

X-ray diffraction provides direct evidence that these multilayered films are
superlattices (that is, crystallographically coherent multilayers).

Figures. 2C and 2D

show X-ray diffraction patterns of Fe 304 superlattices (Fig. 2C) with modulation
wavelengths of 12.2, 20.6, and 25.8 run, and compositional superlattices in the
Fe304/ZnFe204 system (Fig. 2D) with modulation wavelengths of 12.5, 16.8, and 29.2

nm. The superperiodicity of the superlattices manifests itself as satellites around the
(444) Bragg peak. The modulation wavelength, A, of the superlattices was calculated
from the position of the satellites using Eq. 4, where A is the wavelength of the x-ray
source (Cu Ka = 0.15401 run), L is the order of the satellite and

e is the diffraction angle

of satellite L. 4b The satellites are more intense in the Zn-containing superlattices, due to
the larger Z-contrast in those superlattices.
A

/t(LI - L 2 )
= -------'----=---

(4)

2(sin BI - sin ( 2 )

The electrodeposited defect-chemistry superlattices based on magnetite exhibit
resistance switching during perpendicular transport measurements at 77 K. Resistance
switching in bulk magnetite has been known since 1969. 7 Basically, a sample is
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maintained at a temperature (for example, 77 K) below the Verwey transition (120 K), at
which the material is insulating. During a sweep of either the applied current or voltage,
the magnetite undergoes an insulator-to-metal phase transition and the resistance sharply
decreases. The high-to-Iow resistance switching in single-crystal magnetite has been
attributed to an insulator-to-metal transition driven either by Joule heating due to the
current flowing through the sample/ or to an electric-field-driven transition due to the
strong electron-phonon coupling. 2 Lee et al. presented strong evidence that the insulatorto-metal transition in nanophase magnetite is driven by the applied electric field?a
For our resistance switching studies, a contact is made to the top of the
superlattice and to the Au( 111) single crystal using pressed In contacts (see inset of
Figure. 3). This configuration ensures perpendicular transport of charge through the
sample.

The sample is held below the Verwey transition by immersing it in liquid

nitrogen at 77 K, and the bias is measured as the applied current is swept from 0 to 2 A at

50 mNs. Figure. 3 shows iV curves for two magnetite films grown at -1.01 and -1.065 V
vs. AglAgCI and a superlattice produced by pulsing between -1.01 V for 1.5 sand -1.065
V vs. Ag/AgCI for 0.5 s. The modulation wavelength of the superlattice is 12.2 nm
(measured by X-ray diffraction), and it consists of 354 bilayers. The iV curve of the
Fe(III)-rich film deposited at -1.01 V is non-ohmic, but it shows no evidence of resistance
switching. The iV curve of the Fe304 film deposited at -1.065 V has a similar non-ohmic
shape, except that it shows abrupt low-to-high resistance switching at applied biases of
+0.95 and -0.93 V. This low-to-high resistance switching is not due to the insulating-tometal phase transition that occurs at the Verwey transition. A similar transition has been
observed in nanophase magnetite at room temperature. 8 Odagawa et al. attributed this
low-to-high resistance switch to a field-driven oxidation of Fe304 to the less conductive
y-Fe203 (maghemite) at the interface between the metallic anode electrode and the
Fe304.8a They detected maghemite at the interface using Raman spectroscopy.

We

assume that the low-to-high resistance switch that we observe in the Fe304 deposited at 1.065 V vs. AglAgCI is also due to the oxidation of Fe304 to the more resistive y-Fe203.
The iV curve for the superlattice in Figure. 38 is richer in features than that of the
individual films due to the nano-Iayering of the superlattice. It shows two low-to-high
resistance switches at applied biases of +1.7/-1.5 V and +2.4/-2.3 V. We assume that
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these first two transitions are associated with the electrochemical oxidation of Fe304 to
the more resistive y-Fe203 at the contact/film interface as proposed by Odagawa et al. 8a
Following the second of these low-to-high resistance switches, the curve shows
oscillations of the bias voltage, followed by a negative differential resistance (NDR)
feature at +2.7/-2.6 V. The resistance of the superlattice abruptly decreases after the NDR
feature, as shown by the near-vertical increase in current to the 2A limit of our instrument
following the NDR feature. This final high-to-Iow resistance switch is consistent with
the insulator-to-metal phase transition of the Verwey transition.
Because both the applied electric fields (~l 06 V1m) and the resulting currents (~1
A) are large in the resistance switching experiments, it is difficult to determine whether
the insulator-to-metal transition in the superlattices is caused by Joule heating of the
sample (from 77 K to greater than the Verwey transition temperature) or to an electricfield-driven transition that is due to strong electron-phonon coupling. Our measurements
do show, however, that the transition is not due entirely to Joule heating, because the
magnetite films deposited at -1.01 and -1.065 V vs. AgiAgCl do not undergo the
insulator-to-metal transition, even though the power dissipated by the samples is as large
as that of the superlattice. For the magnetite film deposited at -1.01 V vs. Ag/AgCl, the
Verwey transition temperature is 103 K, compared with 121 K for the superlattice, so it
should take less power dissipation to raise the sample above the Verwey transition, yet
the insulator-to-metal transition is not observed.
The insulator-to-metal phase transition in the superlattice may be facilitated by
residual strain in the superlattice. Because of the lattice mismatch between the two layers
in the superlattice, the alternating layers have 0.37% compressive and 0.37% tensile
strain. These alternating strain fields will lower the symmetry of the system so that the
structure of the magnetite more closely resembles the monoclinic low-temperature phase
below the Verwey transition than the high-temperature cubic phase, resulting in a more
kinetically labile phase transition. The alternating strain fields may also affect electronphonon interaction. Below the Verwey transition, magnetite is in a charge ordered state
with strong coupling of phonons to conduction electrons. 9 As suggested by other
researchers,2,)O the applied electric field may break down the charge-ordered state in the
material. In our experiments this transition occurs with the nanolayered superlattice, but
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not with the individual films. The fact that mUltiple resistance states can be accessed by
simply varying the applied bias opens up new possibilities for multi-bit data storage and
retrieval.
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Energy, Office of Basic Energy Sciences under Grant No. DE-FG02-08ER46518.
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Figure. 1. Using the applied potential to control the composition of magnetite and zinc
ferrite films. A) Linear sweep voltammogram in the Fe(III)-TEA bath used to produce
magnetite defect chemistry superlattices. B) Plot of the' concentrations of Fe(IJI), Fe(II),
and Zn(II) at the electrode surface as a function of potential for the alkaline Fe(III)-TEA
bath with 30 mM Zn(lI) added, which is used to produce compositional superlattices in
the Fe304/ZnFe204 system. C) Plot of the lattice parameters of magnetite (black squares)
and films in the magnetiteizinc ferrite system (red triangles) as a function of applied
potential. The literature values for the lattice parameters of stoichiometric Fe304 and
ZnFe204 are shown as black and red horizontal dashed lines. D) Comparison of the
measured Zn concentration (blue diamonds) to the calculated Zn concentration (smooth
black curve) for films in the Fe30JZnFe204 system as a function of applied potential.
The composition of stoichiometric ZnFe204 is shown as a horizontal dashed red line.
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Figure. 2. Electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction of electrodeposited superlattices.
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12.5 nm modulation wavelength (left) and Au(111) substrate (right). C) 29 scan around
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Figure. 3. Resistance switching of magnetite films (A) and a magnetite superlattice (8)
on Au(111) at 77 K. The iV curves were run with the current flowing perpendicular to
the films by scanning the applied current at 50 rnA/sec. In each curve the forward scan is
blue, and the reverse scan is red. The magnetite films in (A) were grown at -1.01 V and 1.065 V to a thickness of 5 J..lm. The magnetite superlattice in (8) was produced by
pulsing between -1.01 V for l.5 sec and -1.065 V for 0.5 sec with a modulation
wavelength of 12.2 nm, 354 bilayers, and a total thickness of 4.3 J..lm. Only the
superlattice shows the negative differential resistance (NDR) feature due to the fieldassisted insulator-to-metal phase transition.
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As conventional memory devices reach the size limit, the search for small
nonvolatile memory devices intensifies. Some of the nonvolatile memory devices which
have been considered recently include magnetic random access memory,P,2] flash
memory,f3] phase change memory,[4] and resistance random access memory (RRAM).15,6]
Among these new memory devices, RRAM devices are considered to have several
advantages, such as fast writing times, high densities, and low operating voltages. [7]
Magnetite, Fe304, is a good candidate for such RRAM devices.

Fe304 undergoes a

metal-insulator transition at the Verwey temperature (Tv -120 K).[8] Above Tv, Fe304 has
a cubic structure and is moderately conducting, transforming to a distorted cubic structure
below Tv, which is insulating.[9] Natelson and co-workers have shown that nanophase
Fe304 exhibit resistance switching, when a large electric field is applied for a film which
is in the insulating state below Tv, due to strong electron-phonon coupling. [10] Recently,
we have shown that superlattices in the Fe304 system exhibit multistate resistance
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switching during perpendicular transport measurements at 77

K.[ll]

Here, we show that

simple polycrystalline films of Fe304 electrodeposited on stainless steel (SS) substrates
also exhibit multi state resistance switching due to the presence of a thin nano-crystalline
layer. We also show that in such films resistance switching can be tuned by controlling
the composition of the films by varying the potential for deposition.
In this paper, we study the resistance switching behavior of polycrystalline Fe304
films electrodeposited on stainless steel (SS) substrates at 77 K. It is seen that the films
grown at potentials more positive than -1.05 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) have low-to-high and highto-low resistance jumps. Films grown at potentials more negative than -1.05 V have only
high-to-Iow resistance jumps. The study indicates that the primary cause for the low-tohigh resistance jump is the non-stoichiometry of the Fe304 films. This is further
supported by the fact that the jump disappears for stoichiometric Fe304 films. However,
the high-to-Iow jump due to the insulator to metal transition is facilitated by the presence
of a thin nano-crystalline layer near the SS substrate. We believe that louie heating is the
primary mechanism through which the high-to-Iow resistance jump occurs in the
polycrystalline films.
A linear sweep voltammogram at 50 m VIs of a SS substrate indicated that the
deposition of Fe304 begins at a potential of -0.99 V, and reaches the mass transport limit
at a potential of -1.2 V vs AgiAgCI. In the deposition of Fe304, we exploit the fact that
the reaction proceeds via an electrochemical/chemical (EC) mechanism and the surface
concentrations of Fe(II) and Fe(III) can be precisely controlled through the applied
potential, described by eqs 1 and

2.[1 I, 12l

(1)

(2)

At low overpotentials where i = 0, the surface concentration of Fe(TEA)3+ should
be equal to the bulk concentration, whereas, at high overpotentials at which the current
reaches the mass-transport limit the surface concentration of Fe(III) should approach
zero. The surface concentration of Fe(III) at different potentials can be calculated from eq
3,
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~

= [CFe(III)(bulk) - CFe(llI)(surface )]

I l,c

(3)

C Fe(III)(bulk)

where i is the measured current, il,c is the limiting cathodic current, CFe(lll) (bulk)
IS

the bulk concentration of Fe(lII) in solution, and CFe(lll)(surface) is the Fe(III)

concentration at the electrode surface. [II J Stoichiometric Fe304 can be deposited at the
potential where i/il,c
[II]

=

113. At any other potential non-stoichiometric Fe304 is deposited.

In our experiments, stoichiometric Fe 304 films can be electrodeposited at a potential

of -1.05 V vs Ag/AgCI on a SS substrate. Material deposited at potentials more positive
than -1.05 V should have excess Fe(III), and material deposited at potentials more
negative than -1.05 V should have excess Fe(II). XRD also suggests that stoichiometric
Fe304 can be deposited at -1.05 V (see Figure SI).
Resistance

switching

studies

were

performed

on

the

electrodeposited

polycrystalline Fe304 films on SS substrates. Contacts were made to the top of the film
and the SS substrate using pressed In metal and silver wire. The sample was held below
the Verwey transition by immersing it in liquid nitrogen at 77 K, and the bias was
measured as the applied current was swept from

a to 2 A at 50 mA/s.

Figure 1 shows the

iV curves for the Fe304 films electrodeposited at 10 mV increments starting at -1.01 V vs
Ag/AgCI. The iV curves for the films deposited between -1.01 V to -1.04 V (Figure lA
through 1D) show a non-ohmic behavior and have a low-to-high resistance switch
followed by a sharp high-to-Iow resistance switch irrespective of the sign of the applied
bias. Whereas, the films deposited between -1.05 V to -1.09 V (Figure 1E through 11)
also have a non-ohmic behavior but have either a very small or no low-to-high resistance
jump. Especially, the stoichiometric Fe 304 film deposited at -1.05 V vs Ag/AgCI has no
low-to-high resistance jump. The films grown at potentials more negative than -1.05 V
have a very small low-to-high resistance switch. Following the low-to-high resistance
switch, all the curves show oscillation of the bias voltage. The iV curves for the films
deposited at all of the potentials show a high-to-Iow resistance switch. This high-to-Iow
resistance switch is consistent with the insulator-to-metal Verwey transition.
The mechanism of resistance switching in Fe 304 films has been attributed to Joule
heating, electric-field-driven or in some cases both.

[10, II,

13,14] We assume that the low-
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to-high resistance switch in our samples is associated with electrochemical oxidation of
Fe304 to the more resistive y-Fe203 as proposed by Odagawa et al.

[15]

The low-to-high

resistance switch only occurs in non-stochiometric Fe304 films as shown in Figure 1. The
scan rate dependence study shows that the low-to-high resistance switch is highly scan
rate dependent indicating that it is a slow process. On the other hand, the high-to-Iow
resistance switch is a very fast process and is scan rate independent (see Figure S2).
It is difficult to determine whether the high-to-Iow resistance switch (insulator-to-

metal transition) occurs due to Joule heating or if it is electric-field-driven because both
the applied electric field (~106 Vim) and the resulting currents (~ 1 A) are large. To
determine whether the effect is due to the applied electric field or to Joule heating, we
varied the contact sizes and measured the bias as the applied current was scanned from 0
to 2 A. Figure 2A shows the iV curves with different contact sizes for a Fe304 film
deposited at -1.01 V vs. Ag/ Agel on SS substrate. The curves show that as the contact
size increases, the insulator-to-metal transition occurs at lower bias. The graph was replotted with power density as a function of bias as shown in Figure 2B. The figure shows
that although the bias at which the insulator-to-metal transition occurs is a function of the
contact area, this transition occurs at a fixed power density of 248 W/nrn3 for each film.
The fact that the insulator-to-metal transition occurs at fixed power density suggests that
Joule heating is the cause for the transition. The iV curves in Figure 2A also show that
the hysteresis increases as we increase the contact size. This can also be attributed to
Joule heating as shown by other researchersY6] Two types of contacts (In and Au) were
tried for resistance switch experiments on the -1.01 V Fe304 films, which includes In and
Au, and we found that there was no significant effect on the general shape of the iV
curves (see Figure S3). Depending on the contact size, the bias at which the jump
occurred was different. This shows that the barrier between the film and the contact does
not playa major role in the resistance switching.
Resistance switching was earlier observed in Fe304 single crystals,[13, 14] nanoparticles,[IO] epitaxial thin films,[IO] and defect chemistry superiattices,llll It was shown
that nanometer size Fe304 particles are critical for the switching to happen at lower bias.
Single crystal Fe304 shows resistance switching, only if a large bias

(~1O

V) is

applied.[I3] We did not observe resistance switching on commercial Fe304 (111) single
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crystal within our instrument limitation (± 2 A, ± 10 V, see figure S4).

When the

resistance switching experiment was performed on a 2 /lm thick epitaxial film,
electrodeposited at -1.03 V on Au(111), we observed only a low-to-high resistance jump,
due to non-stoichiometric Fe304. Whereas, the epitaxial film deposited at -1.08 V on
Au(111) had no jump.
To understand why resistance switching is seen on polycrystalline films, we
studied the morphology of the films deposited on a polycrystalline SS substrate. Figure
3A shows the top plan view of the film deposited at -1.05 V on SS. The figure shows that
the films are highly crystalline, and the size of each crystallite is approximately 500 nm.
To obtain the cross-sectional view and also to see the bottom of the film, the films were
peeled off onto a microscope slide using superglue. Figure 3B shows the cross-sectional
view of the columns of Fe304. The columns start growing from very small crystals
(Volmer-Weber growth) before coalescence occurs and results in bigger crystallites. The
average width of the columns is approximately 300 nm. To determine the size of the
initial crystallites, SEM microscopy was performed on the bottom of the film as shown in
Figure 3C. The SEM image of the bottom of the film looks smooth, indicating that there
might be a very thin nano-crystalline layer to start with, which then transforms to bigger
crystallites. The AFM technique was used to determine the size of the initial crystallites.
Figure 3D shows an AFM image of the Fe304 surface peeled off onto the glass substrate.
The average particle size determined by fitting to a normal distribution was around 41±
20 nm. The thickness of this nano-crystalline layer is approximately 50 nm detennined
from the cross sectional SEM image. The presence of nano-crystallites in this layer is
critical for insulator-to-metal phase transition to occur at lower bias in polycrystalline
films. It is well known fact that the particle size affects the magnetic and transport
properties of the materials.

[17]

Poddar et al. observed a shift in the Verwey transition from

120 K in the bulk magnetite single crystal to 90 K in magnetite nano-particles with a size
range of6-8 nm. [18, 19) In our case, we believe that the presence ofnano-crystallites shifts
the Verwey temperature to a lower value which allows for resistance switching to happen
at lower bias. The switching starts in the nano crystalline layer where the phase transition
initiates, eventually, transforming the entire bulk material. In the case of epitaxial bulk
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films and single crystals the phase transition jump is not possible because the Tv is close
to the bulk value (-120 K).
Resistance switching has been observed in various other transition metal oxides.
[20,21] Metal oxide such as Fe304, [22,23] CU20, [24] CuO, [25]

Bh0 3, [26] and ZnO [27] which

can be electrodeposited onto different substrates can be good candidates for such RRAM
devices. These metal oxides utilize the filamentary mechanism for resistance
switching. [28] However, the fact that the resistance switching can be obtained on a Fe304
film electrodeposited on a simple polycrystalline substrate which can be tuned by
controlling the composition, opens up new possibilities for memory storage devices.
Integration of Fe304 into current devices might be a major challenge, as it works at
temperatures below 120 K.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that resistance switching can be tuned by
controlling the composition of the Fe 304 films. Non-stoichiometric Fe304 films show
low-to-high resistance jumps as well as high-to-Iow resistance jumps. However, the
stoichiometric Fe304 film only shows a high-to-low resistance jump. The low-to-high
jump is a slow process and is highly scan rate dependent. On the other hand, the high-tolow jump associated with the Verwey transition is a fast process and is scan rate
independent. In our experiments, we also observed that by increasing the contact size the
insulator-to-metal transition occurs at lower bias but fixed power density indicating that
louIe heating plays a significant role in the resistance switching. Our experiments also
suggest that the insulator-to-metal transition may be facilitated by the presence of a thin
nano-crystalline layer which is critical for resistance switching to occur at lower bias.
Experimental
The deposition bath for magnetite films contained 87 mM Fe(lJI), 100 mM TEA,

and 2 M NaOH. The solution was prepared by dissolving 2.6 grams of iron (II) sulfate
pentahydrate in 15 ml of I M triethanolamine (TEA), resulting in a deep red-colored
solution. It was diluted with 50 ml of deionized water. The diluted solution was then
added to a second solution that was produced by adding 12.0 g of NaOH pellets to 85 ml
of deionized water. The resulting 150 ml of grey-green solution was heated to 80°C and
stirred at a rate of 200 rpm.
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The electrodeposition of films and linear sweep voltammograms (Fig. S I A) was
performed using a Brinkmann PGSTAT 30 Autolab potentiostat controlled with GPES
software version 4.9. Polycrystalline films were deposited on stainless steel (SS) 304 L
pucks with a geometric area of 1.76 cm2, wrapped with a SS wire around the perimeter of
the crystal for electrical contact. A Pt wire served as the counter electrode, and an
AgiAgCI (KCI saturated) electrode was the reference electrode. The SS pucks were

mechanically polished before each deposition. The films were deposited onto SS pucks
by applying constant potentials of -1.01, -1.02, -1.03, -1.04, -1.05, -1.06, -1.07, -1.08, and
-1.09 V vs. Ag/AgCl. The total charge passed through the electrode was controlled to be
I C/cm to obtain a film that was approximately 2 ~m thick.
2

The morphology of the electrodeposited films was probed by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM). The images were obtained on a
Hitachi S4700 SEM. Tapping mode AFM images were obtained for a film peeled of onto
a microscope slide using a Digital Instruments Nanoscope lila scanning probe
microscope.
X-ray analysis was performed using a high-resolution Philips X-pert MRD x-ray
diffractometer with a Cu Kal radiation source (A

=

0.154056 nm). The symmetric x-ray

diffraction patterns were obtained using the line focus mode (Figure S I C). The primary
optics consisted of a combination Gobel mirror and a two crystal Ge(220) two-bounce
hybrid monochromator (PW314 7/00) producing pure Cu K

al

radiation on the incident

beam side. A 0.18° parallel plate collimator (PW30981l8) was used as the secondary
optics. The lattice parameter of each film was determined by Rietveld analysis using
RIQAS software from Materials Data Inc. (Figure S I B). X-ray pole figures were
obtained in a point focus mode (Figure SID). A crossed slit collimator module
(PW3084/62) served as the primary optics. A 0.27° parallel plate collimator (PW3098/27)

equipped with a flat graphite monochromator (PW3121100) was used as the secondary
optics.
Current-voltage curves of Fe304 on SS pucks, Au(lll) crystal and commercial
single crystal were measured at 77 K (in liquid N 2) using an EG&G Princeton Applied
Research P ARST AT 2273 potentiostatigalvanostat controlled with powersuite software
version 2.58. One silver wire was attached to the film surface with indium metal, the
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other connected to the SS substrate. For iV curves, the working electrode and sensor
leads from the potentiostat were connected to the film surface. The reference and counter
electrode leads from the potentiostat were connected to the SS substrate. Both current and
voltage scans were performed. The current was scanned at 50 mA/s. Both types of scans
were plotted as current vs. bias. The instrument limits for the PARSTAT 2273
potentiostatlgalvanostat are ±2 A and ±1O V. The area of the contact was measured using
the HiRoX KH-3000 Digital Imaging System.
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Figure 1. Resistance switching at 77 K of polycrystalline Fe304 films deposited on SS
substrates that were grown at different potentials_ (A) -1.01 V (B) -1.02 V (C) -1.03 V
(D) -1.04 V (E) -LOS V (F) -1.06 V (G) -1.07 V (H) -L08 V (I) -1.09 V vs Ag/AgCL
The iV curves were run with the current flowing perpendicular to the films by scanning
the applied current at 50 mA/s_ In each curve, the forward scan is blue and the reverse
scan is red_ The Fe304 films were grown to a thickness of approximately 2 !lm by passing
1 C/cm2 of charge_
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V vs Ag/AgCl on a SS substrate. (A) iV curves obtained by scanning the applied current
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and black curves represent 2.1 mm2 , 3.3 mm 2, 4.4 mm 2 In contact areas. These results
indicate that the high-to-Iow jump occurs at different biases but at the same power
density (248 W/nm3) due to louIe heating.
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Figure 3. SEM and AFM images of a -1.05 V (vs Ag/AgCI) Fe304 film deposited on a
SS substrate. (A) Top view SEM image of the film. (B) Cross-section of the film which is
peeled of onto a microscopic glass slide using superglue. (C) Bottom of the film which is
peeled off onto a microscope. slide using superglue. (D) Tapping mode AFM image of the
bottom of the film peeled off onto a microscope slide.
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III. Epitaxial Electrodeposition of Fe304 on Single-Crystal Ni(111)

Rakesh V. Gudavarthy,t Sandeep Gorantla,t Guojun Mu, t Elizabeth A. Kulp, t Thomas
Gemming, t JUrgen Eckert t and Jay A. Switzert

Department of Chemistry and Graduate Center for Materials Research, Missouri
University of Science and Technology, Rolla, Missouri 65409-1170
IFW Dresden, P.D. Box 270116, D-OI171 Dresden, Germany.
Magnetite, Fe304, is a promising source of spin polarized carriers because
density-functional theory spin resolved density of states calculations have suggested that
electrons at the Fermi level are 100% spin-polarized. I.

2

Being a half-metallic material

with 100 % spin polarization, Fe304 is a good candidate for spin-based devices such as
magnetic random access memory (MRAM), magnetic heads, and magnetic sensors. 3 A
large magnetoresistance effect has been reported for Fe304 nanostructures,4 tunnel
junctions,S and grain boundaries. 6 Epitaxial growth of Fe304 has been demonstrated by
several groups and several interesting magnetic properties such as superparamagnetism,7
slow saturation behavior,8 and local out-of-plane magnetic moments in zero field 8 have
been observed. Electrodeposition of epitaxial Fe304 film on Ni single crystal is a
challenge due to the large mismatch
However,

epitaxial

electrodeposition

(~58

and

% by comparing the lattice parameters).
chemical

bath

deposition

has

been

demonstrated for large mismatch systems, which can be reduced by the formation of
coincidence lattices. 9• 10 In this paper, we report the epitaxial electrodeposition of Fe304
on Ni(111) single crystal in which the lattice mismatch is reduced to 2% by forming a
coincidence lattice. The epitaxial film shows resistance switching at 77 K and a
magnetoresistance (MR) of 0.8 % at 200 K.
Fe304 is a ferrimagnetic mixed-valence 3d transition metal oxide that has an
inverse spinel structure (space group Fd3m) with a lattice constant of 0.8397 nm. Fe304
undergoes a metal-to-insulator Verwey transition at Tv ~ 120 K,II and the Curie
temperature of magnetite is 860 K. Above Tv, Fe304 has a cubic structure with Fe3+
occupying tetrahedral sites and Fe3+, Fe2+ occupying octahedral sites. Conduction at high
temperatures have been attributed to hopping of spin-polarized electrons between
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magnetically ordered Fe3+ and Fe2+ in octahedral sites. However, below Tv, Fe304
undergoes a first-order phase transition to a monoclinic unit cell through a charge
ordering at octahedral sites. This explanation has been under scrutiny, 12,
experiments suggesting some charge ordering in one case 14,
structural changes leading to a change in conductivity.

IS

19

laser ablation,

20

with

and others implying

16,17

Epitaxial thin films of Fe304 have been grown by MBE,
deposition,

13

18

pulsed laser

and oxidation of Fe thin films 21 on a variety of substrates.

Our group has previously reported the epitaxial electrodeposition of Fe304 on Au(111),
Au(110) and Au(100) single crystals from both acidic and basic solutions. 22 -25 In this
work, the deposition of epitaxial Fe304 films was carried out from an alkaline solution
containing 43.3 mM iron(Ill) sulfate, 100 mM TEA (triethanolamine), and 2 M NaOH.
The deposition temperature was 80°C and the deposition potential was -1.01 V vs.
AgiAgCl. The thickness of the film was approximately 300 nm.

The orientation of the Fe304 film grown on Ni(111) was determined by x-ray
diffraction (XRD) using a high-resolution four-circle diffractometer (Philips X'Pert
MRD). The Bragg-Brentano scans in Fig. 1(A) probe the out-of-plane orientation of the
film. Only the {Ill} family of peaks of Fe 304 are observed. The lattice parameter of
0.8394 nm determined for the Fe304 film agrees well with the known bulk lattice
parameter, indicating that the majority of the film is relaxed. The in-plane orientation of
the film was determined by X-ray pole figures. Fig. 1(8) shows the (311) pole figure of
Fe304 film on the Ni( 111) single crystal. The (311) reflections on the pole figure occur at
tilt angles, X, of 29.5°, 58.5°, and 80°. The epitaxial relationship between the film and
substrate was determined from azimuthal scans. The azimuthal scans were obtained by
selecting the Ni (311) planes at 28 = 93.044°, the Fe304 (311) planes at 28 = 35.456°, and
tilting the sample to X = 29.5°. The azimuthal scans show that the Fe304 film is rotated by
180° around the [111] axis relative to the Ni substrate, which gives the epitaxial
relationship Fe304(111)[ 1 10] IlNi(111 )[01 1]. The azimuthal scans also indicate that the
Fe304 film is 99% oriented anti-parallel to the substrate. The SEM image of Fe304 on
Ni(111) single crystal in Fig. 1(C) is consistent with the pole figure analysis of a film on
Ni( 111). The micrograph reveals that the majority of the film is dominated by one set of
(111) triangular facets of Fe304. The majority of the facets point upwards with a few
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facets rotated 180°. The interface model in Fig. 1(D) is consistent with the epitaxial
relationship determined from the X-ray pole figure. In the interface model, Ni atoms are
colored gray and 0 atoms are colored red. The spacing between the adjacent 0 atoms is
5.937 A and that of Ni atoms is 4.983 A. By comparing the spacing between oxygen
atoms and Ni atoms, the lattice mismatch is calculated to be 19 % in the [2 TT] in-plane
direction and also 19 % in the [121] in-plane direction, which is 60° rotated to the [2 TT]
direction. The mismatch is dramatically lowered to 2%, when the spacing between 4 unit
meshes of 0 is compared with 8 unit meshes of Ni in the [2 TT] and [121] directions.
The cross-section of the Fe304INi interface was studied by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM). Fig. 2(A) shows a conventional bright-field image of Fe304 grown
on Ni, obtained through third order aberration corrected TEM (TITAN 3 80-300, FEI
Company) operated at 300 kV. The insets show the selected area diffraction (SAD)
patterns of the film and substrate. The SAD patterns of both the film and the substrate
indicate a [111] orientation consistent with the XRD. Fig. 2(B) shows a high-resolution
TEM (HRTEM) image of the interface. The image reveals that the interface between
Fe304 and Ni is sharp. Fig. 2 (C) shows the SAD pattern obtained from the interface. The
pattern shows spots of similar planes from both the film and the substrate. This confirms
the epitaxial orientation relationship indicated by the XRD. Also, the spot pattern is
indexed using an overlay of calculated diffraction patterns, using JEMS software, of
Fe304 and Ni. The calculated pattern is in agreement with the experimental spot pattern
and further supports the epitaxial nature of the interface. In addition, electron energy loss
spectroscopy (EELS) was obtained across the interface, as shown in Fig. 2(D). The scan
indicated the absence of any excess oxygen, ruling out the possibility ofNiO layer.
Magnetic measurements were carried out with a Quantum Design Physical
Property Measurement System (PPMS) using the resistivity option for the instrument.
Perpendicular transport measurements were carried out by making pressure contacts.
Two silver wires were attached one to the Fe304 film and the other to the Ni surface by
pressing indium metal. Fig. 3(A) shows the resistance versus temperature plot of epitaxial
Fe304 film electrodeposited on Ni(111). The plot reveals a sharp increase in resistance
after 93 K indicating the Verwey transition. Fig. 3(B) is the differential plot of the
resistance versus temperature. The plot shows a dip at 93 K in agreement with Fig. 3(A),
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indicative of the Verwey transition temperature. One possible explanation for the shift of
Verwey transition from the bulk value of -120 K to a lower temperature can be attributed
to the non-stoichiometric Fe304 formation as seen by other researchers. 26, 27 We prepare
the films by electrochemical reduction of a Fe(III)-TEA (triethanolamine) complex at 80

°c

in stongly alkaline solution. The deposition is believed to occur by electrochemical-

chemical (EC) mechanism described by Eq. 1 and 2.
Fe(TEA)3+ + e- -7 Fe 2+ + TEA

(1)

Fe2+ + 2Fe(TEA)3+ + 80K -7 Fe304 + 2TEA + 4H20

(2)

Because of the EC nature of the deposition reaction, it is possible to control the
composition of the film through the applied potential. At low overpotentials at which j =
0, the surface concentration of Fe(TEAi+ should be equal to the bulk concentration,
whereas at high overpotential at which j = jl the surface concentration should approach
zero. Hence the material should have excess of Fe 3+ at low overpotential and an excess of
Fe 2+ at high over potential. 25 , 29, 30 A linear sweep voltammogram run in the deposition
bath indicates that the reduction begins at -1.01 V (-2 mAlcm 2) and reaches a limiting
current at -1.2 V (-15 mAlcm2) vs. Ag/AgCl. Stoichiometric Fe304 can be produced at1.05 V vs. Ag/AgCl. That would imply that the films grown at -1.01 V would have
excess of Fe(III) in them, resulting in non-stoichiometric Fe304 film formation. For such
films, the Verwey temperature is shifted to a lower value. Fig. 2(C) shows the
magnetoresistance (MR) scan obtained on a electrodeposited Fe 304 film on Ni(111) at
200 K. A magnetoresistance value of -0.8 % was obtained for the film. It is expected that
a magnetic tunnel junction can be formed with Fe304INiOINi interface with NiO layer
serving as anti ferromagnetic layer in the ferrimagnetic/antiferromagnetic/ferromagnetic
sandwich. Such type of couplings in metals has shown giant magnetoresistance effect
(GMR).30 However, the electrodeposited Fe304 films on Ni(lll) do not show any
significant TMR or GMR effect. This is consistent with the absence of NiO at the
interface as confinned by our TEM analysis.
A particularly interesting feature that the electrodeposited magnetite films exhibit
is resistance-switching during perpendicular transport measurements. 28 ,

29

Recently, we
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have shown that superlattices in the magnetite system and polycrystalline magnetite films
exhibit resistance switching?8, 29 It was shown that the films with non-stoichiometric
Fe304 exhibit both low-to-high and high-to-Iow jumpS?9 Figure 3(0) shows the iV curve
obtained at 77 K by sweeping the current from 0 to 2 A at 50 mAls for a -1.01 V Fe304
film on Ni(lll). During the forward scan it is seen that the film undergoes a low-to-high
resistance jump at 1.5 V irrespective of the sign of the bias applied. Following the low-tohigh resistance jump, we observe oscillation in the bias. Low-to-high resistance switching
has previously been reported in Fe304 and the origin of such switching has been
attributed to oxidation of Fe304 to ),-Fe203 at the anode.32 We believe that in our case
also the low-to-high resistance occurs due to the oxidation of Fe 304 to ),-Fe203 under the
contact. As reported before, we do not observe the phase transition jump in our epitaxial
films. 28 , 29 It was shown previously that nanophase magnetite is critical for the phase
transition jump to occur. 28 , 31 Bulk magnetite films and single crystals show high-to-Iow
resistance switching (phase transition jump) only at very high bias (-10 V).33 Similarly,
the Fe304 films deposited on the Ni(111) single crystal do not show the phase transition
Jump.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that epitaxial films of Fe304 can be
electrodeposited onto a Ni(111) single crystal. The films grow with a [111] out-of-plane
orientation, with the in-plane

[T 10] direction of Fe304 aligned with the [01 T] direction

of Ni(1ll) . The TEM results are in agreement with XRD results. The EELS scan shows
that there is no NiO interlayer between the electrodeposited Fe304 film and the Ni(111)
substrate. The Fe304 film on Ni(111) has a Verwey transition temperature which is
shifted to a lower value of 93 K from the bulk value of 120 K. We believe that this shift
is due to the non-stoichiometry of Fe304. A magnetoresistance value of 0.8% is obtained
at 200 K. The films of Fe 304 on Ni(lll) exhibit high-to-Iow resistance switching.
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FIG. 1. XRD, SEM, and interface model for epitaxial Fe304 film Ni(lII). (A) X-ray 28
scan of the film. Only the {Ill} family planes of Fe304 are observed. (B) (311) pole
figure of Fe304 on Ni(lII), (C) SEM micrograph showing the triangular facets of Fe304
on Ni(l11) and (D) an interface model for Fe304(l11) on Ni(lII). The Ni atoms are
colored grey, and the 0 atoms are colored red.
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FIG. 2. Cross-sectional TEM characterization of the Fe304 film on Ni(111) single
crystal. (A) Conventional bright-field TEM image showing the sharp interface, insets
show the corresponding diffraction pattern (scalebar is 20 nm- I ). (B) HRTEM image of
the Fe30,JNi interface; shows the epitaxial growth of Fe304 on Ni substrate. This clearly
shows that the two materials are not separated by any diffused interlayer (Image
processing: Noise filtered through fast fourier transformation). (C) The calculated
diffraction patterns overlay (above) in agreement with experimental selected area
diffraction (SAD) pattern of the interface between Fe304 and Ni (below) (scalebar is 5
nm- I ). (D) EELS line scan on the Fe304/Ni interface shows that there is no excess oxygen
at the interface.
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FIG. 3. Magnetic and electrical properties of an epitaxial film of Fe304 on Ni(l11). (A)
Resistance vs. temperature curve indicating a Verwey transition at 93 K. (B) Differential
plot normalized with resistance which indicates a clear Verwey transition at 93 K. (C)
Magnetoresistance plot at 200 K for a Fe304 film deposited on Ni( 111)_ (D) iV curve
scanning the applied current at 50 mA/s. Blue line indicates forward sweep and red lines
indicates backward sweep.
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IV. Epitaxial electrodeposition of chiral CuO films from copper(II)
complexes of malic acid on Cu(lll) and Cu(110) single crystalst
Rakesh V. Gudavarthy, *a Niharika Burla,a Elizabeth A. Kulp, a Steven 1. Limmer a, Ekkehard
Sinn,a. b and Jay A. Switzera

ABSTRACT
Chiral films of CuO were anodically electrodeposited onto Cu(111) and Cu(11 0)
single crystals from alkaline solutions of Cu(II) complexed with the malate ion. The
chirality of the film was directed by the chiral solution precursor. X-ray diffraction pole
figures and stereo graphic projections were used to determine the absolute configuration
of the films. CuO films grown on Cu(111) from L-malate had (111) and (311)
orientations and the films grown from D-malate had (1 1 1) and (3 TT) orientations.
CuO films grown on Cu(11 0) from L-malate had (110) and (31 1) orientations, whereas
the films grown from D-malate deposition bath had (110) and (311) orientations. The
CuO films grown from a racemic malate bath showed only the

(111) and

(11 I) orientations on Cu(1ll) and (110) and (1 To) orientations on Cu(11 0). Crystals
of L-, D- and racemic bis(malato )copper(lJ) dihydrate complexes were grown and
analyzed using X-ray crystallography. The chiral complexes of bis(malato)copper(II)
dihydrate were each found to belong to the monoclinic space group P2 1 where as the
racemic complex belonged to the centrosymmetric P2 1/c space group. The chiral
complexes form coordination polymer along the b-axis, in which the carboxyl group from
each complex links to the axial site of an adjacent Cu(II) complex. In the complex
produced from the racemic mixture, the coordination polymer does not form.

INTRODUCTION
Chirality in nature has inspired research on the production of enantiospecific
surfaces for chiral catalysts and sensors for potential use in pharmaceutical,
agrochemical, and related industries. I,

2

One method to produce chiral surfaces is to

cleave an achiral face-centered cubic metal surface at small angles exposing the kink sites
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of high Miller index surfaces. 3, 4 Scholl et al. 5 showed enantiospecific adsorption of
chiral molecules on Pt(643) surfaces by Monte Carlo simulations.

Attard et al. 6

confirmed chiral recognition of such surfaces by demonstrating enantiospecific
electrochemical oxidation of glucose on Pt(643) and its enantiomer, Pt(643). In a
different process, chiral organic molecules are adsorbed on achiral surfaces rendering the
surface chira1. 7-12 Ravaf et al. show that adsorption of pure (R,R)-tartaric acid on copper
substrate creates a chiral template that destroys the mirror symmetry planes of the copper
surface and exposes the copper atoms in chiral spaces.
Cupric oxide (CuO) has a monoclinic structure with a centro symmetric space
group, C2/c. 13 -IS CuO thin films have been prepared by several techniques such as
electrodepositionI 6-18, sol-gel synthesis 19, MBE20, MOCVD 21 , thermae 2 and anodic
oxidation. 23 Our approach to generating epitaxial chiral films is through the
electrodeposition of CuO. Previously, we have electrodeposited chiral CuO films on
achiral single crystals using chiral precursors such as tartaric 24 and amino acids. 25 In these
studies, we have shown that the chirality of the film is controlled by the chirality of the
precursors in the deposition bath. The absolute chiral orientations of the CuO films were
verified by x-ray diffraction pole figures and stereographic projections.24 -27 Widmer
et.a1 28 has since verified the surface chirality of these films by X-ray photoelectron
diffraction. In previous studies, we have shown that chiral surfaces of the
electrodeposited CuO films can act as chiral sensors?9
In this paper, we extend our work to show that malic acid, a dicarboxylic acid
with one chiral center, can also direct the chirality of deposited CuO films on Cu(l11)
and Cu(llO). We observe that films grown from L-tartaric acid and L-malic acid produce
opposite enantiomorphs. Previously copper(II) complexes with racemic malic acid, chiral
and racemic tartaric acid have been studied using X-ray crystallography by other
groups. 30, 31 In other studies it has been shown that Co(II)32 and Zn(II)33 form complexes
with L-( -)-malic acid [(S)-( -)-hydroxysuccinic acid] and crystallize in monoclinic space
group P2 1. In this paper, X-ray crystallographic data for copper(II) complexes with L-, Dand DL- malic acid has been studied to help provide insight into the mechanism of chiral
electrodeposition. The complexes synthesized in the presence of chiral malic acid
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crystallized in monoclinic space group P2 1. However, the racemic complex crystallized in
a centro symmetric space group P2 1/c.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Synthesis of chiral and racemic copper(II)malate single crystals
Crystals of copper(II) malate were grown from a saturated solution containing
malic acid and copper(II)oxide. CuO powder was added to a supersaturated solution of
malic acid and the solution was stirred and heated for a period of 12 hrs. Heating helped
the reaction go faster. Undissolved CuO was filtered out and the clear blue solution was
then allowed to undergo batch crystallization at room temperature, free of any
mechanical vibration and disturbances. Blue crystals with different sizes were seen to
form within a period of two days. Thus obtained crystals were then rinsed with deionized
water, air dried, and the X-ray quality crystals were chosen for crystal structure analysis.
CuO powder used in the synthesis was purchased from Aldrich, and the L- and D- malic
acid were purchased from Alfa Aesar. The single enantiomers had an optical purity 98+%
enantiomeric excess and all reagents were used without further purification.
X-ray single crystal analysis
The crystallographic data were collected on the blue single crystals of L-, D- and
racemic

bis(malato )copper(II)

dihydrate

complexes

Cu[COOCH(OH)CH2CO(OH)h-2H20 with a Bruker Smart Apex CCD diffractometer
using Mo radiation (A

=

O.71073A) and a graphite monochromator. The collected data

were reduced using the SAINT program,

34

and multi-scan absorption corrections were

performed using the SADABS program. 35 The structures were solved by the heavy-atom
method and refined by the full-matrix least-squares procedure on the peak intensities (F2)
using the SHELXTL version 5.l. 36 All non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically
and hydrogen atoms were inserted in their calculated positions and were constrained to
ride on their parent atoms. Comparative crystallographic data for the monoclinic
complexes refined by the least squares is summarized in Table 1. Selected bond lengths
and angles are given in the supplementary material. Crystallographic data for Cu(II)Lmalate dihydrate, Cu(II)D-malate dihydrate and Cu(II)DL-malate dihydrate have been
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deposited with the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Center (CCDC 634735, CCDC
634400, and CCDC 634933).

Surface preparation of copper single crystals
Electrochemical experiments were carried out using an EG&G applied research
(PAR) model 273A potentiostatlgalvanostat. The cell consisted of a platinum counter
electrode and a standard calomel reference electrode (SCE). The working electrode were
single crystals of Cu(lll) and Cu(IlO) which were purchased from Monocrystals
company (diameter 10 mm and thickness 2 mm). A Cu wire fitted around the single
crystal served as an electrical contact to the working electrode. The working electrode
was placed in the solution using the meniscus method. The Cu single crystals were
electropolished prior to deposition. Electropolishing was carried out in a solution
consisting of 67 vol % orthophosphoric acid, by immersing the working electrode
(anode) at an angle of 45° and a constant potential of 1.45 V vs. SCE was applied for 45
seconds. Native oxides present on the crystals were removed by treating the crystal with
O.lM HCl0 4.

Deposition of CuO using malic acid
Thin films of CuO were deposited on Cu( 111) and Cu(11 0) single crystals from a
highly alkaline solution of copper(II) complexed with malic acid. The deposition bath
consisted of 50 mM CuS04.5H20, 150 mM malic acid and 4 M NaOH. L-(-)-malic acid
[(S)-( -)-hydroxysuccinic acid], D-(+)- malic acid [(R) --(+ )-hydroxysuccinic acid] and
DL-malic acid were purchased from Alfa Aesar. The single enantiomers had an optical
purity 98+% ee and all reagents were used without further purification. The
electrodeposition was performed using a constant applied potential of +0.35 V vs. SCE
for 900 sec at 30°C. Around 1 C/cm of charge passed during the deposition time.
X-ray Diffraction measurements on the electrodeposited films
X-ray diffraction measurements were performed on the electrodeposited CuO
films with a high-resolution Philips X'Pert MRD diffractometer. For 8-28 scans the
primary optics module was a combination Gobel mirror and a crystal Ge (220) 2-bounce
hybrid monochromator, and the secondary optics module was a 0.18° parallel plate
collimator. The hybrid monochromator produces pure Cu Kal radiation ().. = 0.1540562
run) with a divergence of 25 arc seconds. Pole figures were obtained in point-focus mode
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using a crossed-slit collimator as the primary optics. Stereo graphic projections were
obtained using CaRIne Crystallography software V. 3.0.

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
Figure I shows the 8-28 X-ray diffraction scans for two films grown from Cu(II)malate solution on Cu(1II). Figure 1(A) shows the scan for the film obtained from L-( -)malate solution while Figure I(B) shows the scan obtained from D-(+)-malate. The 8-28
patterns for both the films are essentially identical, with peaks observed at 35.57° (d =
0.2525 nm), 38.75° (d = 0.2325 nm) and at 73.30° (d = 0.1305 nm). Figure I(C) shows
the scan obtained from racemic malate has only one peak at 35.57° which can assigned to
either (111) or(1 11). The Cu(111) substrate peak is observed at 44.27°. Indexing the
peaks is problematic for CuO as the peak at 35.57° can be assigned to either
CuO (111) or(1 11) because the d-spacing for the two planes are equivalent. Table 1 lists
all the set of planes corresponding to the peaks observed in Figure I that have the same dspacing.
Based on the listings in Table I, the peaks could be assigned as anyone of the
four orientations. It is impossible to distinguish between the orientations based on the 828 scans. In addition, we have shown previously that for CuO, all planes (hkl) and (fikl )
where k=O are achiral. All other planes are chiral. 37 For all planes (hid) the enantiomeric
pair is (fiff ). All the planes in Table 1 corresponding to peaks observed in Figure I are
chiral. The absolute configuration of the chiral films can be determined by X-ray pole
figure analysis. Pole figures are obtained by selecting a reflection to probe while
measuring the diffracted intensity as a function of sample tilt (x.) and rotation (<1». The
sample is tilted from a X = 0° to 90° for each tilt angle and is rotated through azimuthal
angles, <1>, of 0 to 360°. The plane with highest intensity in the powder pattern is usually
probed, so as to achieve highest diffracted intensity. Figure 2(A), 2(B), and 2(C) shows
CuO(1II) pole figures for the films grown from L-malate, D-malate and DL-malate
deposition bath on Cu(1l1) single crystal. The d-spacing for Cu0(111) and (200) are
sufficiently close so that resolution of these planes is difficult. We must therefore account
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for the presence of the (200) reflections in the pole figures as well as the (111)
reflections.
To interpret pole figures, we use stereo graphic projections. Figures 3(A) and 3(B)
shows the (111) and (11 1) stereo graphic projections of monoclinic CuO. The radial
direction is the tilt angle, x., while the azimuthal angle, <p, is the rotation of the sample
about the axis. The positions of CuO{ Ill} and CuO{200} reflections are specified.
Figure 3(A) shows that for the (111) orientation, reflections from the (111) plane at a X
of 57°, and the (111) planes at a X of 63°, are separated azimuthally by 115° rotated
counterclockwise (~<p == -115°). Figure 3(B) shows that for (1 11) orientation, reflections
from the (1 1 1) plane at X = 57° and the (111) plane at X = 63 ° are separated azimuthally
by 115° rotated clockwise

(~<p

= 115°). The calculated interplanar angles obtained from

stereographic projections correspond with the measured interplanar angles of the pole
figures. Figure 2(A) and 2(B) also show reflections at X = 27°. These reflections can be
explained by figures 3(C) and 3(0). Figure 3(C) shows that for the (311) orientation,
reflections from the (111) plane at a X of 27.19°, and the (1 1 1) plane at a X of 68.14°, are
separated azimuthally by 125.18° rotated counterclockwise. Figure 3(0) shows that for
the (311) orientation, reflections from the (111) plane at X of 27.19°, and the
(11 1) plane at a X of 68.14°, are separated azimuthally by 125.18° rotated clockwise.
Figures 3(A) and 3(C) clearly explains the pole figure of Figure 2(A) and confinns the
presence of (1 11) and (311) orientations for the film grown from L-malate deposition
bath. Similarly, Figures 3(B) and 3(0) explain the pole figure of Figure 2(B) and confirm
the presence of (1 TT) and (31 1) orientations for the film grown from the O-malate
deposition bath. Figure 2(C) shows the Cu0(111) pole figure for a CuO film grown from
the DL-malate deposition bath. Figure 2C shows no reflections at X = 27°, indicating the
absence of both (311) and (311) orientations. This result is consistent with Figure 3C
which shows no peak at 73.342° for (311) or(31 1). Reflection at X = 63° correspond to
both

(T 11)

and (1 TT) orientations. Azimuthal scans extracted from the (111) pole

figures at X = 63° with the azimuthal angle, <p, varying from 60° to 120° (not shown)
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indicates a little higher preference for (111) orientation. Figures 4(A), 4(8) and 4(C)
show the microstructures as observed by scanning electron microscope (SEM) for the
films grown from L-malate, D-malate and DL-malate deposition baths on Cu(111) single
crystals. The individual crystallites have a rice grain structure arranged in triangular
pattern consistent with the X-ray diffraction results. Multiple domains of each orientation
are rotated by 120°. The SEM image of the film grown from L-malate deposition bath
shows that the grains are approximately 300 nm long and 60 run wide, while the grains of
the film grown from D-malate deposition bath are approximately 350 run long and 100
nm wide. The film grown from DL-malate bath had 350 nm size particles as well as 300
nm size particles. Micrographs do not show the chirality of the films.
Under the same electrochemical conditions, CuO films were also grown on
Cu( 11 0) substrate. Figure 5 shows 8-28 XRD scans for films grown from Cu(II) malate
solutions on Cu (110). Figure 5(A) shows the scan for the film obtained from a deposition
bath consisting of L-malate while Figure 5(8) shows the scan obtained from D-malate
deposition bath. The 8-28 scans are essentially identical for both the films, with peaks at
28 of 32.40°, 67.90° and 66.28°. The Cu(220) substrate peak is observed at 28 =32.12°.
The peak at 53.2° in Figure 5(8) is an impurity peak and is observed with the bare Cu
single crystal. To index these patterns, pole figures and stereographic projections are used
to distinguish between the Cu0(110) and (110) orientations. Figures 6(A), 6(8) and
6(C) show the Cu0(111) pole figure for a film of CuD deposited from L-malate, Dmalate and DL malate deposition bath on Cu(llO). It is evident from the Figures 6(A)
and 6(B) that they are nonsuperimposable mirror images of one another and rotate in
opposite directions. The stereographic projection in Figure 7(A) shows that for the (110)
orientation, reflections from the (1 I 1) plane at X = 78.54° and the (111) plane at X =
27.16° are separated azimuthally by 125.15° rotated counterclockwise. Figure 7(8) shows
that for the (1 TO) orientation, reflections from the (111) plane is at X = 78.54° and the
(1TT)plane is at X = 27.16° are separated azimuthally by 125.15° rotated clockwise.
Figures 6(A) and 6(8) also show tail-like reflections at X = 48.84° and at X =29.59°. These
reflections can be explained by the stereo graphic projection in Figures 7(C) and 7(D).
Figure 7(C) shows that for the (31 T) orientation, reflections from the (111) plane occur
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at a tilt X = 48.84° and reflections from (100) planes are seen at X = 29.59°. Figure 7(D)
shows that for the (311) orientation the (111) planes occur at X = 48.84° and reflections
from (100) planes are seen at X = 29.59°. Stereo graphic projections in Figures 7(A) and
7(C) explain the pole figure in Figure 6A and confirm the presence of (110) and
_orientations for the film grown from L-malate deposition bath. Similarly Figures 7(B)
and 7(D) explain the pole figure in Figure 6(B) and confirm the presence of (110) and
(311) orientations for the film grown from D-malate deposition bath. Figure 6(C) shows
the Cu0(111) pole figure for a CuO film grown from DL-malate deposition bath. Pole
figure indicates presence of both (110) and (110) orientations with a slightly higher
preference for the (110) orientation.
Figures 8(A), 8(B) and 8(C) show the SEM images of the CuO films grown from
L-maJate, D-malate and DL-malate deposition bath on Cu(1IO) single crystal. The
individual crystallites have a rice grain structure. The SEM image of the film grown from
a L-malate deposition bath shows that the grains are approximately 300 nm long and 60
nm wide, while the film grown from a D-malate deposition bath are approximately 350
nm long and 100 nm wide. The film grown from DL-malate bath had particles of both
SIzes.
It was interesting to compare the orientations of electrodeposited films from L

(+)- tartaric acid and L (-)- malic acid on the Cu(l1 1) single crystal. Figure 9(A) shows
the CuO(I1I) pole figure for a film grown from the L-(+)- tartrate bath, while Figure
9(B) shows the Cu0(111) pole figure for the film grown from the L-( -)-malate deposition
bath. It is evident from Figures 9(A) and 9(B) that both the pole figures are
nonsuperimposable mirror images of each other. Opposite enantiomorphs are obtained
even though the films are both grown from the L enantiomers. The use of L- and D
notation results in an arbitrary assignment of configuration.
Absolute configuration to the chiral molecules can be assigned using Cahn Ingold
Prelog (CIP) sequence rules. CIP uses Rand S notation; an R isomer can be either
dextrorotatory or levorotatory, depending upon its exact constituents.

Utilizing this

method, we find that L-(+)-tartaric acid can be assigned (R,R) and L-( -)-malic acid can be
assigned (S) configuration respectively. It was interesting to observe that films grown
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from both R versions of tartaric acid and malic acid resulted in CuD (11 1) orientation on
Cu(111), while the S version of each resulted in a CuO (111) orientation. Besides
CuD (11 I) or CuO (111) orientations, a film grown from malic acid results in forming a
second orientation.
Surface imprinting results in chiral surfaces. 37 Once the chiral molecule is
adsorbed on the substrate it reconstructs the surface and surface remains intact even on
removal of the adsorbed chiral molecule. 38 ,
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On the other hand chiral templating is

induced by adsorbing chiral molecules on achiral surfaces without surface reconstruction.
Raval and co-workers have shown chiral templating on Cu(11 0) in which case adsorption
of (R,R)-tartaric acid on Cu(110) does not show any surface reconstruction. 7 As
discussed in our previous paper,
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it is reasonable to expect a chiral molecule or the

metal complex to adsorb on the surface and break its symmetry. Crystals ofCu(II)-malate
were grown to understand this phenomenon better. The crystals were grown at pH=I.5 as
it is very difficult to grow the crystals from alkaline solutions. Systematic absences
indicated the monoclinic space groups: P2, for the chiral complexes and centro symmetric
P2,/c for the racemic. Figures lA, IB and IC give the perspective views of the fragments
of complex monomers together with the atomic labeling system.
The chiral complexes were identified as copper(II)L-malate and copper(II)Dmalate based on the position of the hydrogen atoms (H2 and H6) relative to their carbon
atoms at the chiral center (C2 and C6). The complexes grown from L-malic acid contain
two L-malate ligands while the complexes grown from D-malic acid contain two Dmalate ligand. Racemic complex molecules contain one L-malate ligand and one Dmalate ligand making it a copper(II)DL-malate.
The chiral complexes of bis(malato )copper(ll) dihydrate were each found to belong to
the monoclinic space group P2, (#4). The structures (A) and (B) in Figure 10 represent
the individual L- and D-copper(II)malate complex fragments and the lattice parameters
along with other refinement data are presented in the Table 1.
Figure 11 (A) represents the packing diagram showing the polymerization of a
chiral Cu(II)malate dihydrate complex. Both L- and D- chiral complexes polymerize in a
similar fashion. Each unit cell contains two chiral copper(II)malate dihydrate complexes
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where each copper is coordinated to two malate ligands of the same chirality via one
hydroxyl oxygen atom and one carboxyl oxygen atom. The ligands bond trans to each
other to complete an approximate square planar geometry. One of the ligands forms a
weaker bond (2.336A) above the square coordination with the next copper(II) ion. This
forms a square pyramid via one oxygen of its other carboxyl group (04), thus linking the
adjacent coppers along the b-axis in a helical fashion. The link between adjacent strands
is 2.769 A i.e. between the carboxyl (010) of one strand to the bottom of the square
pyramid of the next copper(Il) ion. The hydroxyl oxygen bonded to copper retains its
proton. Hence, the copper - hydroxyl oxygen bond (1.962 A) is slightly longer than the
Cu - carboxyl oxygen bond (1.910 A) and the average distance Cu-O is 1.937(2) A. The
water molecules are hydrogen bonded to the carboxyl oxygen (02) in one ligand and
hydroxyl oxygen (08) in the other and do not participate in polymerization. Also, there is
no coordination between the copper ions and water molecules in the chiral complexes.
Finally, the complex grown from racemic Cu(II)-malate crystallized in a
centrosymmetric space group P2)/c (#14) with copper atoms at the inversion center.
Figure 11 (B) represents packing of the racemic Cu(II) malate complex monomers. Each
unit cell contains two centro symmetric copper(II)malate molecules. Unlike the chiral
complexes, the structure consists of discrete molecules, in which each copper ion bonds
to a D- and an L-malate ion by one hydroxyl oxygen atom and one carboxyl oxygen atom
with the formation of two almost planar rings. The hydroxyl oxygen bonded to copper
retained its proton just as in the case of chiral complexes. The water molecules brought
the planar coordination of copper close to bipyramidal. These complexes are joined by a
two-dimensional system of hydrogen bonds, and adjacent layers are arranged in a parallel
fashion. Complexes within the layer are bonded strongly by the hydroxyl protons. The
hydroxyl group forms a strong hydrogen bond with the oxygen atom of a neighboring
complex from another layer. The dotted lines indicate hydrogen bonds and water
molecules do not participate in any bonding between the complexes.
At this point the mechanism of chiral film formation is not clear. One possibility
could be the chiral complexes formed in the solution are initially adsorbed on the surface
and imprint chirality on the surface. Studies show the adsorption of tartaric, 7 cystiene,

41

and styerene42 molecules on the surface of Cu, Au and Si but there have been no studies
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on adsorption of copper tartrate and copper malate complexes on achiral substrates. Our
x-ray crystal structures indicate that the chiral complexes form coordination polymers
along the b-axis, in which the carboxyl group from each complex links to the axial site of
an adjacent Cu(II) complex. In the complex produced from the racemic mixture, the
coordination polymer does not form. It is a possibility that these coordination polymers of
chiral complexes are adsorbed on the surface of the substrate and leave chiral imprints. In
case of racemic mixture, the adsorption would be monomer by monomer instead of an
entire polymer.

CONCLUSION

Chiral films of CuD were electrodeposited onto Cu(lll) and Cu(110) single
crystals from alkaline solutions of Cu(II) complexed with malate. Chirality to the film
was directed by the chiral solution precursor present in the solution. CuD films grown on
Cu(111) from L-malate had (111) and (311) orientations and the ones grown from Dmalate had (111) and (31 1) orientations. CuD films grown on Cu(110) from L-malate
had (110) and (31 1) orientations while the one grown from a D-malate deposition bath
had (110) and (31 1) orientations. The films grown from racemic malate bath showed
(111) and (11 1) orientations on Cu(111) and (110) and (1 10) orientations on CU(ll 0).
X-ray crystal structures of Cu(U) complexed with malic acid were grown. The
crystals were grown at pH= 1.5 which is different from the solution used for the
electrodeposition. In our case it is reasonable to expect malic acid or copper-malate
complexes to adsorb on Cu(11!) and Cu(1lO) surface and break the symmetry.
Complexes of Cu(II)-malate were found to have polymeric structure with a symmetry
that is determined by the handedness of the malate ligand. Another cause of the
asymmetry could be the surface reconstruction of the underlying Cu substrate.
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Table 1. List of planes having identical d spacing for monoclinic CuO

29 (degrees)

d-spacing (nm)

planes

35.570

0.252546

38.742

0.23223

(111), (111), (11), (111)

73.342

0.13046

(311), (311), (311), (311)

(111),

(111),(111),(11l)
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Table 2. Crystal data for L-, D- and DL- bis(malato )copper(II) dehydrate
Complexes I
Parameters
Empirical Formula
Cell weight
Symmetry,
Space Group
Unit Cell Dimensions

Cell Volume
Z
Density, g/cmJ
(calculated)
Absorption
Coefficient, mm- I
F(OOO)
Crystal
dimensions(mm)
e (min-max)
Index Range

Copper(II) Lmalate

Copper(II) Dmalate

Copper(II) DLmalate

CgH I4 0 12CU
365.73
Monoclinic,
P2 1 (#4)
a = 7.587(l4)A
b =10.222(19)A
c = 8.169(l5)A
~ = 92.796(3) .
632.7(2) AJ
2

CgHI4012CU
365.73
Monoclinic,
P2 1 (#4)
a = 7.584(2)A
b =10.219 (3) A
c = 8.173(2)A.
~ = 92.786(5)
632.6(3) AJ
2

CgHI4012CU
365.73
Monoclinic,
P2 1/c(#14)
a = 8.474(l9)A
b = 7.424(17)A
c = 10.291(2)A.
~= 102.586(4)
631.8(3) A J
2

1.920

1.920

1.922

1.792
374.0

1.793
374.0

1.795
374.0

0.40xO.20xO.20
2.69 - 28.42 0
-9 :s h:s 10;
-13:Sk:S13;
-10 :s I :s 10;

0.40xO.30xO.35
2.69 - 28.45 0
-10:Sh:Sl0;
-13 :s k:S 13;
-10:s1 :S10;

0.7xO.50xO.5
3.41 - 28.37 0
-11 :sh:S 11;
-9 :s k:S 9;
-13 :s I :s 13;

6550

3900

6162

Reflections collected
~o.

of independent
reflections, R(int)%

3108
1.94

~int)=

Absorption correction
method
Goodness-of-fit on F
Final R indices, %
[I~2cr(I)]

R indices, %
(all data)
Occupancy sum of
asymmetric unit

2083
2.72

~int)=

1561
2.25

~int)=

SADABS

SADABS

SADABS

1.057

1.008

1.150

RI = 2.26;
WR2= 5.83
RI = 2.30;
WR2= 5.86
21 ~on-H atoms,
14 H atoms

RI = 2.70;
WR2= 6.39
RI = 2.73;
WR2= 6.41
21 ~on-H atoms,
14 H atoms

R)= 2.88;
WR2=7.69
RI = 3.09;
wR2= 8.04
21 ~on-H atoms,
14 H atoms
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Fig. 1 X-ray diffraction 8-28 scan for a CuO film on eu (111) from a solution of (A) Lmalate (B) D-malate and (C) DL-malate
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Fig. 2 euo (111) pole figures for films of euo on eu (111) grown from solutions of (A)
L-malate and (B) D-malate and (e) DL-malate. The films are grown at a constant
potential of +350mV VS. SeE at 30 0 e for 900s.
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Fig. 3 Stereographic projections for (A)(Ill) , (B) (lII), (C) (311)and (D) (3"11)
orientations indicating the positions where the (111) type and (100) type reflections
should be observed in the pole figures. For the (1 II) orientation, reflections from the

(III)

plane at X= 57° and the (111) plane at X= 63° are separated azimuthally by 115°

rotated clockwise. For the (311) orientation the (1 11) plane is at X = 68.14°, the (111)
planes at X = 27.41 ° and (100) planes at X = 27.19° . For the (l
plane is at X = 57° and the

II) orientation the

(l I 1)

(I II) plane is at X = 63 ° are separated azimuthally by 115°

rotated counterclockwise. For the (IT1)Orientation the (111) plane at X = 68.14°, the

(TIl)

plane at X= 27.41° are separated azimuthally by 125.8°.
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Fig. 4 SEM images of CuO films on Cu(lll) grown from solutions of (A) L-malate,
(8) D-malate and (C) DL-malate.
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Fig. 5 8-28 scans for films ofCuO on Cu(110) from solutions of (A) L-malate and (8) Dmalate. Intense peaks are seen at 29 = 32.4° and 67.9° corresponding to CuO (1 10),
CuO(l10), and CuO (220), CuO(220) respectively. A small peak at 28 = 66.28° is also
observed which corresponds to CuO (311), and CuO (311) .
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Fig. 6 Cu0(111) Pole figures of films deposited on Cu(11 0) single crystal from solutions
of (A) L-malate, (8) D-malate and (C) DL-malate at constant potential of 350 mV for
1800 sec at 30°C.
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Fig. 7 Stereographic projections for (A) (110) (B) (I 10) (C) (31 I) and (D)
(31 1) orientations indicating the positions where the (111) type and (100) type reflections
should be observed in the pole figures. For the (110) orientation, reflections from the
(II I) plane at X = 78.54° and the (111) plane at X = 27.16° are separated azimuthally by
125.15° rotated counterclockwise. For the (110) orientation the (I11)plane is at X = 78.54°
and the (III) plane is at X = 27.16° are separated azimuthally by 125.14° rotated
clockwise. For the (31 I) orientation, reflections from the (I I I) plane at x=84.19° and the
(111) plane is at X = 48.84° are separated azimuthally by 85.37°. Similarly in (31 I)
orientalion the planes (I II) and (I I I) are separated azimuthally by 85.37°.
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Fig. 8 SEM images of CuO films on Cu(l! 0) grown from solutions of (A) L-malate,
(B) D-malate and (C) DL-malate.
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A

Fig. 9 Cu0(111) pole figure of a film deposited on Cu(111) single crystal from (A) L (+)tartaric acid and (B) L( -) - malic acid.
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Fig. 10 Monomeric fragments of the structures of (A) biseL-malate) Cu(lI) dihydrate
complex, (B) bis(D-malate)Cu(II) dihydrate complex, , and the molecular structure (C)
bis(DL-malate) Cu(II) dihydrate complexes. The ellipsoids show the thermal motion of
the atoms with a probability of 50%. The positions of the hydrogen atoms (H2 and H6)
relative to their carbon atoms (C2 and C6) determines the chirality of these complexes.
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A

B

Fig. 11 Packing diagrams showing the polymerization of (A) L- and (B) racemic
bis(malato) eu(II) dihydrate complexes. Both L- and D- chiral complexes polymerize in
a similar fashion.
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Materials and Methods
A. Deposition Solutions
The deposition bath for the magnetite films and superlattices contained 87 mM
Fe(III), 100 mM TEA, and 2 M NaOH. The solution was prepared by dissolving 2.6
grams of iron(III) sulfate pentahydrate in 15 ml of 1 M triethanolamine (TEA), resulting
in a deep red-colored solution. It was diluted with 50 ml of deionized water. The diluted
solution was then added to a second solution that was produced by adding 12.0 g of
NaOH pellets to 85 ml of deionized water. The resulting 150 mL of gray-green solution
was heated to 80°C and stirred at a rate of 200 rpm.
The deposition bath for zinc ferrite films and superlattices contained 87 mM
Fe(Ill), 30 mL Zn(II), 100 mM TEA, and 2 M NaOH. It was prepared by the procedure
described above, and adding 1.34 grams of zinc nitrate hexahydrate before heating the
solution to 80°C. All chemicals were ACS reagent grade and purchased from SigmaAldrich. The water was produced in house by a Millipore system (18 MQ-cm).
B. Electrochemical Methods
The electrodeposition was performed using a Brinkmann POSTA T 30 Autolab
potentiostat controlled with OPES software version 4.9. Epitaxial deposition was
performed on a Au(111) single crystal with a geometric area of 0.786 cm 2, wrapped with
a Au wire around the perimeter of the crystal for electrical contact. A Pt wire served as
the counter electrode, and an Ag/AgCl (KCI sat'd) electrode was the reference electrode.
The Au crystals were electropolished with a solution of 100 ml of ethanol, 50 ml of
ethylene glycol, and 50 ml of concentrated hydrochloric acid heated to 55°C. Each gold
crystal was positioned in this stirred solution to form a meniscus. An anodic constant
current density of 1.6 Alcm 2 was applied for 45 s.
Linear sweep voltammograms were run on an Au polycrystalline rotating disk
electrode at 100 rpm in order to determine whether Zn(II) was electroactive in the
potential range used to electrodeposit superlattices. As shown in Fig. S I, the Zn(II) to
Zn(O) reduction is shifted to negative potentials outside of the deposition positions due to
the highly alkaline solution. Linear sweep voltammograms for the magnetite and zinc
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ferrite films are nearly identical, because the observed current is due only to the reduction
of Fe(lII).
The epitaxial magnetite films were deposited onto Au(l11) by applying constant
potentials of -1.01 , -1.02, -1.03 , -1.04, -1.05, -1.06, -1.07, and -1.08 V. The total charge
passed through the electrode was controlled to be 1 C/cm 2 to obtain a film that was 2 !-lm
thick. The magnetite superlattices were deposited by pulsing potentials between -1.01 and
-1.065 V (see Fig. S2). By changing the dwell time at each potential, superlattices with
different modulation wavelengths were deposited. The epitaxial zinc ferrite films were
deposited by applying constant potentials of -0.97, -0.99, -1.01, -1.03, -1.05, and -1.07 V.
The zinc ferrite superlattices were deposited by pulsing potentials between -0.99 and 1.05 V (see Fig. S2). The dwell times and potentials used to deposit superlattices with
different modulation wavelengths are shown in Table S 1.

C. Electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction
A dual FEI Helios NanoLab 600 FIB/FESEM was used to image the cross-section
of a superlattice in the magnetite/zinc ferrite system that had a modulation wavelength of
70 nm. The duality of this instrument allows for site-specific FIB cross-sectioning and
high resolution SEM imaging. For this work, the FIB was used to prepare a TEM lift-out.
Prior to milling, a platinum layer was deposited to protect an area of the superlattice from
the ion bombardment of the gallium source for the FIB milling. Two trenches were
milled on either side of the protective Pt layer. The lift-out site was then mounted to the
omniprobe. An undercut was milled to release the sample from the bulk. The freed
sample was then lifted from the bulk and attached with Pt to a special TEM grid. The
attached sample was milled to a thickness of 100 nm. This FIB prepared lift-out was then
imaged with the high angle annular dark field (HAADF) STEM detector to improve the
visualization of the layered structure of the superlattice (maximizing the Z contrast).
X-ray analysis of magnetite and zinc ferrite superlattices was performed using a
high-resolution Philips X-Pert MRD x-ray diffractometer with a eu Kal radiation source
(A, = 0.154056 nm). The symmetric x-ray diffraction patterns were obtained using the line

focus mode. The primary optics consisted of a combination Gobel mirror and a two
crystal Ge(220) two-bounce hybrid monochromator (PW314 7/00) producing pure CuKu,
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radiation on the incident beam side. A 0.18° parallel plate collimator (PW3098/18) was
used as the secondary (diffracted beam) optics. Scans were run from 28 values of 76° to
81 ° to obtain improved statistics around the satellite positions for the superlattice. The
lattice parameter of each film was determined by Rietveld analysis using RIQAS
software from Materials Data Inc.
The in-plane orientation of the zinc ferrite superlattice relative to the Au single
crystal was determined by x-ray pole figures and azimuthal scans. For these
measurements, the diffractometer was operated in the point focus mode with a crossed
slit collimator module (PW3084/62) as the primary optics. A 0.27° parallel plate
collimator (PW3098/27) equipped with a flat graphite monochromator (PW312l/00) was
used as the secondary optics. To perform the pole figure analysis, the 28 angle of the
diffractometer was set to the angle of the Fe304(311) plane (28
the Au(311) plane (28

=

=

35.426°) and to that of

77.547°) for the substrate. The sample was moved through a

sequence of tilt angles, X, from 0° to 90°, and at each X, the sample was rotated
azimuthally, ~, from 0° to 360°. Data were collected in the continuous mode over 3°
intervals for both X and

~,

with a count time of 5 seconds per point.

D. Measurement of Electrical Properties
The Verwey transition temperatures of the films and superlattices were measured
by determining the temperature dependence of resistance of Fe304 on Au(lll) with the
Quantum Design Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS, San Diego, CA) (see
Fig. S3). One silver wire was attached to the film surface by using indium metal, the
other connected to the gold (see Fig. S4). The contact area of indium was approximately
1 mm 2 , and the diameter of the silver wire was 0.1 mm.
Current-voltage curves of Fe304 on Au(lll) were measured at 77 K (in liquid N2)
using an EG&G Princeton Applied Research PARSTAT 2273 potentiostatlgalvanostat
controlled with Powersuit software version 2.58. One silver wire was attached to the film
surface with indium metal, the other connected to the gold (see Fig. S4). The working
electrode and sensor leads from the potentiostat were connected to the film surface. The
reference and counter electrode leads from the potentiostat were connected to the gold
substrate. Both current and voltage scans were performed (see Figs. S5 and S6). The
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current was scanned at 50 mAls, and the voltage was scanned at 100 mY/so Both types of
scans were plotted as current vs. bias. The instrumental limits for the P ARST AT 2273
potentiostatlgalvanostat are ±2 A and ±lOV.
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Table S.1. Dwell times and potentials used for deposition of magnetite defect-chemistry
superlattices (left) and compositional superlattices in the zinc ferrite/magnetite system
(right) with their corresponding modulation wavelengths (Ax).

Dwell Time (sec)

Dwell Time (sec)

Ax (nm)
-1.01 V

-1.065 V

0.75

0.25

9.4

1.5

0.5

12.2

Ax (nm)
-0.99 V

-1.05 V

2.5

0.5

16.8

5
3
4

12.5

20.6

1

25.8

7.5

1.5

29.2
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A. Linear sweep voUammogram
Linear sweep voltammograms were run on a stainless steel (SS) polycrystalline
electrode in the stirred (200 rpm) deposition bath. As shown in Figure 81 A, the
reduction starts at around -0.99 V and reaches the mass transport limit at -1.2 V vs.
Ag/AgCl. If we apply any potential between -1.0 V and -1.1 V vs. Ag/AgCI black films
of magnetite are obtained. The polycrystalline magnetite films were deposited onto SS
substrates by applying constant potentials of -1.01, -1.02, -1.03, -1.04, -1.05, -1.06, -1.07,
and -1.08 V. The total charge passed through the electrode was controlled to be 1 C/cm2
to obtain a film that was 2

~m

thick.

B. X-ray diffraction
X-ray analysis of polycrystalline magnetite films was performed using a highresolution Philips X-Pert MRD x-ray diffractometer with a Cu Kal radiation source (A. =
0.154056 nm). The lattice parameter of each film was determined by Rietveld analysis
using RIQAS software from Materials Data Inc. The lattice parameter was plotted as a
function of applied potential, as shown in Figure 81 B. The symmetric x-ray diffraction
patterns were obtained using the line focus mode. Figure 81 C shows the XRD pattern
obtained for a -1.05 V (vs. Ag/AgCI) Fe304 film deposited on SS substrate. The film has
a (200) preferred out-of-plane orientation. X-ray pole figures were obtained in a point
focus mode. To perform the pole figure analysis, the 28 angle of the diffractometer was
set to the angle of the Fe304(311) plane (28
Fe304(311) pole figure for a

=

35.426°). Figure 81 D shows the

-1.05 V (vs. Ag/ AgCl) Fe304 film deposited on the SS

substrate. The pole figure indicates that the film has (200) fiber texture.

C. Measurement of electrical properties
Current-voltage curves of Fe304 on SS substrates were measured at 77 K (in
liquid

N 2)

using

an

EG&G

Princeton

Applied

Research

PARSTAT

2273

potentiostatlgalvanostat controlled with Powersuit software version 2.58. The working
electrode and sensor leads from the potentiostat were connected to the film surface. The
reference and counter electrode leads from the potentiostat were connected to the SS
substrate. Both current and voltage scans were performed for different studies. Voltage
scans were performed to understand the scan rate dependence of the resistance jumps, as
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shown in Figures S2 A and B. Both types of scans were plotted as current vs. bias. The
instrumental limits for the P ARST AT 2273 potentiostatlgalvanostat are ±2 A and ± 1OV.
To study the retention of the resistance jumps, voltage scans were run between
two fixed biases for 100 cycles and the magnitude of the current was recorded, as shown
in Figures S2 C and D. Two different films were selected for this study. For the high-tolow resistance jump, a Fe3 04 film deposited at -1.03 V vs. AglAgCI was selected and for
the high-to-Iow resistance jump, a Fe 304 film deposited at -1.07 V vs. AglAgCI was
selected. In the case of the low-to-high resistance jump, the bias was pulsed between 0 V
and -1.5 V, and for the high-to-Iow resistance jump, the bias was pulsed between 0 V and

-1.8 V.
To study the effect of the top contact on resistance switching, two different types
of contacts were chosen. Indium contacts were made by simply pressing the metal on top
of the film. Gold contacts were made by sputtering the Au on top of the film. During the
sputtering, only a small area of the film was exposed and rest of the film was masked.
Figure S3 shows the resistance switching curves obtained by sweeping current for both
types of contacts.
A commercial magnetite (111) single crystal purchased from Commercial Crystal
Laboratories, Inc was 5 x 5 mm in size and contacts were made to the front and back of
the crystal by pressing In metal. Resistance switching experiments were performed by
sweeping the current from 0 to 0.7 A and measuring the bias, as shown in Figure S4 A.
Epitaxial films were deposited on Au(111) single-crystal by applying constant
potentials of -1.03 V and -1.07 V vs. Ag/ AgCl. Resistance switching experiments were
performed by attaching one contact to the film surface with In metal, the other connected
to the gold. The iV curves were obtained by sweeping the current from 0 to 2 A and
measuring the bias, as shown in Figures S4 Band C.
The single crystal and epitaxial films do not exhibit the high-to-Iow resistance
jump that is observed in the polycrystalline films. The low-to-high resistance switch is
most pronounced in the non-stoichiometric film deposited at -1.03 V vs Ag/ AgCI.
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APPENDIXC.
MAGNETIC CHARACTERIZATION OF MAGNETITE, ZINC FERRITE FILMS AND
SUPERLA TTICES
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Experimental Section
Magnetic measurements were carried out with a Quantum Design Physical
Property Measurement System (PPMS). A vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) Model
P525 was used for magnetization and hysteresis measurements. A sample mounted on a
quartz tube was vibrated using a linear motor at 40 Hz while the pick-up coils located
around the sample detected its magnetization. The applied magnetic field was parallel to
the plane of the substrate. The measurements were carried out by sweeping the
temperature at 5 Klmin at the desired magnetic field while continuously monitoring the
magnetization. Hysteresis measurements were carried out at a fixed temperature by
sweeping the magnetic field at 50 Oe/sec. The discontinuities in the magnetization data
caused by the sample centering operation performed on the VSM accessory at every 10K
increments in the temperature.
Magnetoresistance measurements were carried out in the PPMS usmg the
resistivity option for the instrument. Contacts were made to the top of the film and the
Au/glass substrate using pressed In metal. The sample was then mounted on a Cu sample
puck using varnish purchased from Lakeshore Cryotonics Inc. so as to ensure good
thermal contact with the puck. The magnetoresistance ratio is defined as MR = (RHs- Ro)l
R Hs . Where Ro is the resistance measured without any magnetic field applied at a fixed
temperature, and R Hs is the resistance measured at the same temperature with applied
magnetic field of R Hs .
Current-voltage (iV) measurements were carried out in the PPMS using the ACT
option for the instrument. Instead of using four contacts on the film, two contacts were
used and the scheme for attaching the wires to the puck was slightly modified.

Results and Discussions
Magnetic characterization was carried out on a commercial Fe304(111) single
crystal purchased from Commercial Crystal Laboratories, Inc. Figure C.l (A) shows the
magnetic hysteresis loop at 300 K on the crystal. A saturation magnetization value of
81.6 emu/g was obtained for the crystal. Figure C.1 (B) shows the resistance variation as
a function of temperature. The resistance increases abruptly at temperatures below 119 K.
This temperature is referred to as the Verwey transition temperature. Above the Verwey
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transition temperature magnetite has a cubic structure and is highly conducting.
Magnetite undergoes a phase transformation below the Verwey temperature and becomes
insulating. Figure C.l (C) shows the FC and ZFC curves on the crystal. The ZFC and FC
magnetization curves on the single crystal show a sudden jump in the moment around the
Verwey transition for Fe 304. Figure C.l (D) shows the MR scan on the crystal at 300 K.
A magnetoresistance value of ~-1.5% was obtained at 300 K in a magnetic field of 90000
Oe (9 T).
Further, magnetic characterization was also carried at different temperatures to
study the behavior of the single crystal. Figure C.2 shows the magnetic hysteresis loops
obtained at 5 K and 45 K. There was no noticeable change in the saturation magnetization
from that obtained at 300 K at these temperatures. The saturation magnetization value
obtained was 85.6 emu/g. Figure C.3 shows the MR scans obtained at 77 K and 119 K. A
magnetoresistance value of ~-2.2 % was obtained at 77 K. A magneto resistance plot was
also obtained near the Verwey transition temperature by holding the temperature at 119 K
and varying the magnetic field. A magnetoresistance value of ~-2.2 % was obtained at
this temperature. There were no drastic changes in resistance by varying magnetic field at
the Verwey transition temperature.
Films of Fe304 were prepared by electrochemical reduction of Fe(III)-TEA
complex at 80°C. The films were deposited onto Au wire, Au/glass substrate, and
Au(l11) single crystals for different measurements. Fe304 films were deposited with 10
mY increments using potentials ranging between -1.01 Y to -1.07 V vs. Ag/AgCI. Figure
C.4 shows the magnetic hysteresis loops at 300 K for Fe 304 films deposited at different
potentials on Au(lII) single crystal. All the films were grown to a thickness of 2

~m

by

passing 1 C/cm 2 charge. Figure C.5 shows the coercivity and saturation magnetization of
all the films as a function of deposition potential. All the films reach saturation
magnetization at fields around 1000 Oe or lower. The saturation magnetization of -1.065
Y Fe304 film was slightly higher (-30 emu/g) than the films grown at other potentials but
the value was not comparable to the commercial magnetite (111) single crystal (-82
emu/g) as shown in Figure A.5 the coercivity of the films decreases with increasing
potential. Figure C.6 shows the coercivity calculation for a -1.065 V Fe304 film.
Diamagnetism of Au substrate becomes a major factor and the moment starts to decrease
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at higher fields. For saturation magnetization, the amount of the material electrodeposited
on the substrate was determined using the following equation.
T=w/AD

Where, T

=

(1)

thickness of the film

w = weight ofthe deposited film
A = area of the deposit

o = density of the film
Fe304 films were electrodeposited at different potentials on Au(111) substrate for
resistivity measurements. Resistance measurements on the films were carried out using
two point contacts. Since the films are resistive the contact resistance was ignored. Two
silver wires were attached, one to the top of the Fe304 film and the other to the Au(111)
substrate using indium metal. The resistance was measured as a function of the
temperature. The temperature was ramped from 300 K to 10 K and the data was collected
at every 10K. To get a precise value of the Verwey temperature, the data was collected at
every 1 K near the Verwey transition region. Figure C.7. shows the resistance vs.
temperature plot of films deposited at different potentials. Figure C.7 (G) shows the
resistance vs. temperature plot for the Fe304 film deposited at -1.065 V vs. Ag/AgCl. The
plot shows that the Verwey transition temperature is -123 K which is very close to the
theoretical value for a stoichiometric magnetite film. It is observed that the Verwey
transition temperature is shifted to lower temperatures for non-stoichiometric films.
There was no particular trend observed in the Verwey temperature for the films grown at
different potentials.
Films of zinc ferrite (ZnxFe2.x04) were deposited from a solution containing 87
mM Fe(III), 30 mM Zn(II), 100 mM TEA, and 2 M NaOH. 30 mM Zn(II) was added to a
solution containing Fe(IJI)-TEA and the solution was stirred for 2-3 hours before use.
Films of ZnFe204 were deposited at 80°C at different potentials vs. Ag/AgCl. All
chemicals were ACS reagent grade and purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. ZnFe204 films
were deposited with 10 mV increments from potentials ranging between -0.97 V to -1.06
V vs. Ag/AgCl. Figure C.8 shows the magnetic hysteresis loops at 300 K for ZnFe204
films deposited on Au(lll) substrate.
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Superlattices in the magnetite/zinc ferrite system were deposited as described in
paper I of this thesis. In the case of magnetite superlattices, the potentials used were -1.01
V and -1.065 V vs. Ag/AgCl. A detailed magnetic study has been performed on the
individual films deposited on Au(111) at these potentials. Figure C.9 shows the magnetic
hysteresis at 300 K, 77 K, 45 K and 5 K for the Fe304 films grown at -1.01 V and -1.065
V on Au(111) single crystal. As we go to lower temperatures the hysteresis loops
becomes squarer. One of the defect chemistry superlattices in the magnetite system with
12.2 nm modulation wavelength was selected for magnetic measurements. Figure C.lO
shows the magnetic hysteresis of the superlattice at 300 K, 77 K, and 45 K. Hysteresis
loops for the individual films and superlattice have similar features and do not show any
noticeable differences.
Magnetization measurements on the films were carried out using the vibrating
sample magnetometer (VSM) accessory on the PPMS. Zero field cooled (ZFC)
measurements were run by cooling the sample to 4 K in zero applied field and heating the
sample in the presence of a small magnetic field. Field cooled (FC) measurements were
run by cooling the sample to 4 K in the presence of an applied magnetic field and then
heating the sample to room temperature in the presence of the same magnetic field. The
measurements for all the samples were carried out with an applied magnetic field of 100
Oe. Measurements taken at other magnetic fields did not show any noticeable changes.
Figure C.11 shows the FC and ZFC curves for an Fe304 films electrodeposited on
Au(111) substrate at (A) -1.01 V and (B) -1.065 V vs. Ag/AgCl. The FC curves of both
the films do not give much information. The moment in the FC curve in Figure C.11 (B)
decreases sharply after the Verwey transition temperature of 123 K. This temperature is
consistent with the resistivity measurements on the film. Whereas, the FC curve in Figure
C.II (A) has no features and is flat. The shape of the FC curve is very sensitive to the
stoichiometry of the films. The ZFC data shows a sharp decrease in moment for -1.065 V
film after 123 K and has a gradual decrease in moment for -1.01 V film. The broad
transition of -1.01 V Fe304 films can be attributed to the non-stoichiometry. 1-4
Similarly, FC and ZFC curves for individual layers of ZnFe 204 superlattice were
run. The individual films of ZnFe204 were electrodeposited on Au( 111) substrate at -0.99
V and -1.05 V vs. Ag/AgCl. Figure C.12 (A) and (B) shows the FC and ZFC curves for
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-0.99 V and -1.05 V ZnFe204 films. Unlike Fe304 films, ZnFe204 FC and ZFC curves do
not show any sharp increase in the moment at lower temperatures.
Magnetoresistance (MR) measurements on the individual layers in the magnetite
superlattice electrodeposited on Au(111) single crystal were carried out in the PPMS in
the resistivity option mode. Figure C. 13 (A) shows the MR scan at 300 K for a Fe304
film electrodeposited on Au(111) at -1.01 V vs. Ag/AgCI at 80°C. A low
magnetoresistance value of ~-0.25 % was obtained. Figure A.13 (B) shows the MR scan
for a film deposited at -1.05 V. A magnetoresistance value of ~-0.4% was obtained. In
the case of a superlattice, with a modulation wavelength of 12.2 nm, a magnetoresistance
value of ~-1.2% was obtained. MR scans at 300 K for the films and superlattice are not
very symmetrical and very noisy. This can be attributed to either the oxidation of the
films, which changes the resistance of the film or to the temperature instability near the
surface of the film. MR scans were also obtained on these films and superlattice at other
temperatures. Figure C.14 (A) shows the MR plot for a Fe304 film electrodeposited at 1.01 V on Au( 111). The resistance of the film initially increases with the increase in the
magnetic field. At 3500 Oe (0.3 T) the resistance switches and decreases on further
increase of magnetic field. Approximately a positive magnetoresistance of 0.05% and a
negative magnetoresistance of 0.8% are obtained for the -1.01 V Fe304 film. For a film
grown at -1.05 V, a similar behavior is seen where the resistance of the film increases
initially and switches at around 5000 Oe (0.5 T) after which it decreases. Approximately
a positive magnetoresistance of 0.13% and a negative resistance of 0.85% are obtained
for the film. In the case of a superlattice, the behavior remained the same with a switch at
around 5500 Oe (0.55 T). A positive magnetoresistance of 0.16% and a negative
magnetoresistance of 0.7% were obtained. When the temperature was further lowered to
45 K, the positive magnetoresistance of the films and superlattice increased dramatically.
Figure C. 15 (A) shows the MR scan for the film electrodeposited at -1.01 V at 45 K. A
positive MR of 0.2% and a negative MR of 0.9% were obtained with a switching
happening at around 7000 Oe (0.7 T). In case of -1.05 V Fe304 film, a positive MR of
1.1 % and negative MR of 1.3% were obtained with switching happening at around 7000
Oe (0.7 T). For a superlattice with modulation wavelength of 12.2 nm, a positive MR of
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-0.5 % and negative MR of -1 % were obtained with switching happening at around 5S00
Oe (0.58 T).
The increase in resistance followed by a decrease was also observed in the case of
(Fe xSnl-xky(Si0 2)y films fabricated by RF magnetron sputtering. 5 The variation in MR
was attributed to anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR).5 We did not do in plane MR
measurements on the electrodeposited magnetite films. All the measurements were out of
plane of the film. It is possible that we may get completely different results with the field
parallel to the film.
Similarly, MR scans for zinc ferrite films were obtained at various temperatures.
Figure C.16 shows the MR scans at 300 K for zinc ferrite films electrodeposited at (A)

-

0.99 V and (B) -1.05 V vs. AglAgCl. Figure C.16 (C) shows the MR scan at 300 K for a
zinc ferrite superlattice with a modulation wavelength of 16.6 nm. The MR scan for both
the fi lms and the superlattice at 300 K are not symmetrical and are very noisy. One
reason why this can be happening is due to the instability of temperature near the film. A
magnetoresistance of --4.5% was measured for a -0.99 V film. On the other hand, a
magnetoresistance of --7% was measured for the -1.05 V zinc ferrite film. Superlattice
produced by pulsing the potentials between -0.99 V and -1.05 V gave a
magnetoresistance of --3.5%. MR scans were also done at lower temperature to study the
behavior of the films. Figure C.17 shows the MR scans for the zinc ferrite films at 100 K.
Unlike the magnetite films, zinc ferrite films do not show any positive magnetoresistance.
Figure C. 17 (A) shows the MR scan at 100 K for the zinc ferrite film electrodeposited at
-0.99 V. The MR scan shows that the resistance decreases with increase in magnetic field
till about 0.1 T and then it stabilizes till 0.65 T and on further increase in magnetic field
the resistance decreases. However, the zinc ferrite film deposited at -1.05 V does not
show such a behavior. Both the films showed --3.5 % MR. Similarly, the MR scans
obtained at 45 K (Figure C.IS) for these films show a similar behavior and have a %MR
of about --5%. Incorporation of zinc ion into the Fe304 lattice may affect the magnetic
interactions and might result in such behaviors. Similar MR curves were observed by
Batie et.al for C034Feg--Ag54Cll4 thin films. 6,

7

The double peak in the MR scan was

attributed to the interplay between the size of the particles and anisotropic
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magnetoresistance in the film.3 In our electrodeposited films we did not check for the
AMR behavior but it is certainly possible that it might be a cause for such behavior.
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APPENDIX D.
CHARACTERIZATION OF COMPOSITIONAL SUPERLATTICES IN THE
MAGNETITE/ZINC FERRITE SYSTEM
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Superlattices are good examples for non-equilibrium structures produced during
electrodeposition. l -4 The basic criterion for superlattices to grow uniformly is low
mismatch between the layers and also epitaxy.5 Bauer and van der Merwe have reviewed
the requirement to grow a superlattice such as growth mode, lattice fit, supersaturation,
and surface energies between the film and substrate. 6 The electrochemical growth of
superlattices has been reported in metallic systems, semiconductors, and metal oxides.

I

-4,

7·13 Electrodeposition of superlattices results in lesser inter-diffusion between the A and B
layers as they are formed at or near room temperature. 14 Electrodeposition technique was
used to deposit defect chemistry superlattices in the Th03,15 and Fe30416 system.
Compositional

superlattices

have been
(Bi o.3Sbo.7)2 Te318 and zinc ferrite 16 systems.

electrodeposited

in

Pb-TI-017,

Bi2Te3/

Here, we characterize the films and compositional superlattices formed in the zinc
ferrite system. The deposition bath for zinc ferrite films and superlattices contained 87
mM Fe(III), 30 mM Zn(II), 100 mM TEA, and 2 M NaOH. The solution was prepared by
dissolving 2.6 grams of iron(III) sulfate pentahydrate in 15 ml of 1 M triethanolamine
(TEA), resulting in a deep red-colored solution. It was diluted with 50 ml of deionized
water. The diluted solution was then added to a second solution that was produced by
adding 12.0 g of NaOH pellets to 85 ml of deionized water. To this bath 1.34 gm of zinc
nitrate hexahydrate is added. The resulting 150 mL of gray-green solution was heated to

80 DC and stirred at a rate of 200 rpm. All chemicals were ACS reagent grade and
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The water was produced in house by a Millipore system

(18 MQ-cm).
Zinc ferrite films were deposited on Au covered glass substrates at different
potentials and lattice parameter was calculated at each potential. Figure D.l shows the
dependence of lattice parameter as a function of applied potential. The lattice parameter
of the films approaches the literature value of ZnFe204 at more positive potentials. The
zinc concentration in the films was measured by the energy dispersive spectroscopy
(EDS). The current densities, measured Zn content and the lattice parameter at different
potentials for the zinc ferrite films are listed in Table D.I. To determine the resistance of
the films, the zinc ferrite films were electrodeposited on Au covered glass substrates and
then peeled of on to a microscopic glass slides using super glue. The measured four-
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probe resistivity of the freshly stripped films is shown in Table D.2. The sheet resistance
of the films decreases with increasing potential.
X-ray diffraction experiments were carried out with a Philips X'Pert Materials
Research Diffractometer (MRD) system. The Cu tube source was operated at 45 kV and
40 rnA. Three types of experiments were performed. Phase analysis using 28 scans to
evaluate the film texture and modulation wavelength were carried out using a two-bounce
Ge(220) asymmetric hybrid monochromator 2X (PW3147/00, Philips) on the incident
beam side (primary optic) and 0.18 0 parallel plate collimator (PW30981l8, Philips) as the
secondary optic on the detector side. The hybrid monochromator consists of a Gobel Xray mirror and a two-crystal channel cut Ge(220) two-bounce monochromator. The
parabolic-shaped graded multilayer X-ray mirror collimates the divergent beam from a
line focus of the X-ray tube to a quasi-parallel beam. The hybrid monochromator gives
pure Cu Kal radiation with a divergence of25 arcseconds. The scans were acquired with
a 28 step size of 0.010 and a dwell time of 1 s/step. To obtain improved statistics around
the satellite positions for the superIattice, the scans were acquired around the Bragg peaks
with 28 step size of 0.01 0 and a dwell time of 25 s/step. X-ray pole figures and azimuthal
scans were obtained using an adjustable crossed slit collimator (PW3094/62, Philips), 2 x
2 mm, as the primary optic and a 0.27 0 parallel plate collimator (PW3098/27) with a
graphite monochromator (PW3121100) as the secondary optic.
Compositional superIattices in the zinc ferrite system were produced by pulsing
the potential between -0.99 V and -1.05 V for different dwell times. 15 Figure D.2 shows
the X-ray 28 scan of superlattices in the zinc ferrite system with different modulation
wavelengths. The 28 scan for all the superIattices shows that they have (111) out of plane
orientation. To determine the in-plane orientation of the films, x-ray pole figures were
run on the films. Figure D.3 shows the (311) pole figures for the superlattices with
different modulation wavelengths. Figure D.3 (A) shows the pole figure for the zinc
ferrite superIattice with a modulation wavelength of 12.2 run. The pole figure has sharp
peaks at tilt angles of 29.5, 58.5, and 80 0 , corresponding to the (311) reflections of the
(111) orientation. On the other hand, Figure D.3 (B) and (C) have extra peaks at tilt
angles of 9, 40 and 67°, corresponding to (511) planes. The d-spacings for (333) and
(511) planes are identical and hence the (511) reflection is not seen as a separate peak in
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the 28 scan. However, the pole figure proves the existence of the (511) orientation. It was
shown earlier that (511) occur as a result of twinning of {Ill} peaks. Figure B.4 shows
the (311) pole figures of the Au substrate. The epitaxial relationship which can be derived
usmg

the

pole

figures

m

Figure

0.3

and

Figure

0.4

1S

as

follows

Fe304(111)[011]//Au(111)[011]. Rocking curves were also run on the superlattices to
determine the quality of epitaxy. Figure B. 5 shows the rocking curves of the (444) planes
for the superlattices with different modulation wavelengths. The full width at half
maximum (FWHM) for the 12.2 nm modulation wavelength superlattice is the lowest
(0.33°) and is comparable to the substrate FWHM (0.30), indicating that the superlattice
is highly epitaxial with very small mosaic spread. In the case of superlattices with 29.2
nm and 16.5 nm modulation wavelengths, the rocking curve for the substrate was very
broad with FWHM values of 0.68 and 1° respectively. This resulted in broad rocking
curves for the superlattices. X-ray 28 scan can be used to determine the coherence
length. 13, 19 The equation used for the coherence length calculation is as follows

L

= 2n/~q

Where q is the scattering vector given by q=2n/d, d is the lattice parameter in

(1)

A, and ~q

is the peak width in the radial scan. 13, 20 Instrumental broadening was taken into account
for the calculation as described by Kothari et al. 13 Table D.3 shows the coherence length
for the three superlattices with varying modulation wavelengths. The coherence length of
the superlattice with modulation wavelength 12.2 nm is -5 times the modulation
wavelength. As the modulation wavelength increases the coherence length decreases.
This was also seen earlier with Pb-Tl-O superlattices and metallic superlattices. 13 , 21
The artificially imposed superperodicity manifests itself as satellite peaks around
the Bragg reflection. The peak position of the satellites can be used to determine the
modulation wavelength of the superlattices using the following equation.

A=

A(L] -LJ
2(sin ()] - sin ()2)

-----'----=---

(2)
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Where L1 and L2 are the order of the satellites, A is the wavelength ofthe incident X-rays,
and 81 and 82 are the positions of the high angle and low angle satellites on the 29 scan.
Figure D.6 shows a slow scan around the (444) reflection for a zinc ferrite superlattice
with a modulation wavelength of 12.2 nm. The figure shows all the terms used in the
equation for modulation wavelength calculation. Figure 0.7 shows the slow scans around
the (444) Bragg peak for zinc ferrite superlattices with different modulation wavelengths.
High angle annular dark field image shown in Figure 0.8 clearly shows the
layered structure in the zinc ferrite superlattice. In this case, the film was intentionally
grown with a larger modulation wavelength of 70 nm, so that it can be easily imaged in
the FIB. The superlattices with smaller modulation wavelengths were characterized using
transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Figure 0.9 shows the high angle annular dark
field image of the zinc ferrite superlattice with a modulation wavelength of 16.5 nm.
Figure D. 9 (A) shows the layered structure at low magnification. The layered structure is
not readily apparent from the image at low magnification. Figure D.9 (B) shows the high
magnification of the superlattice. The figure shows the bright and dark layers in the
superlattice. The modulation wavelength determined from the image agrees with the
calculated modulation wavelength from the satellite peak position from XRD. Further, to
determine the composition in each layer of the superlattice, energy dispersive
spectroscopy (EOS) line scan was performed on the selected region from the superlattice.
Figure D.I0 (A) shows the low magnification dark field STEM image of the
compositional superlattice with 16.5 nm modulation wavelength. The image shows the
selected region where the EDS scan was performed.

Figure 0.10 (B) shows the

compositional profile in the selected region. The blue dots correspond to the Fe
composition in the layer and the red dots correspond to the Zn composition. The EDS
scan shows the composition variation in approximately 8 bilayers. The bright region in
the image has a Zn concentration of -25% and the dark region has -20% Zn
concentration. These numbers are in agreement with the EDS results obtained for the
individual bulk films deposited at -0.99 V and -1.05 V. Figure 0.11 shows the high
resolution TEM (HR-TEM) image of the superlattice. The HR-TEM image shows big
white spots which are artifacts formed during the sample preparation. These white spots
made it harder to look at the individual layers of the superlattice as evident from Figure
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D.l2 (A). Besides the white spots, there were other artifacts like white patterns and black
spots formed during the milling of the film in the FIB (Figure D.12 (B) and (C)). To
avoid some of these problems, nano milling was performed on the sample. After nano
milling, the sample looked much better and the individual layers in the superlattice were
easily observable. Figure D.13 shows the high magnification image of the superlattice
after nano milling. The inset in the figure shows the low magnification STEM image. It is
not readily apparent from the high magnification image to mark out the individual layers.
We tried to guess the individual layer based on the modulation wavelength obtained from
the XRD experiments. Superlattices may be electrodeposited by pUlsing between two
potentials or two currents. Ross 21 showed that the pulsing between potentials results in
sharper interfaces, but the layer thickness may vary. Our TEM experiments also suggests
that the thickness of the layers is not very uniform, making it difficult to look through
HR-TEM. One way to get around it is to use current pulses instead of potential pulses.
Resistance switching experiments were performed on the individual bulk films
and the superlattices of zinc ferrite deposited on Au(1ll) substrate. In the resistance
switching experiments, a contact is made to the top of the film and another contact is
made to the Au(ltl) single crystal using In contacts. The sample is immersed in liquid
nitrogen and all the measurements are done at 77 K. During the measurements, the
applied current is swept from 0 to 2 A at 50 mAis and the bias is measured. Figure D.14
(A) shows an iV curve for a zinc ferrite film deposited at -990 mV vs. Ag/AgCl. The iV
curve is non-ohmic with multiple low-to-high jumps at positive biases of + 3.8 V and +5.8
V and at negative biases of -3.7 V and -5.5 V. The iV curve for -1.05 V zinc ferrite film
shown in Figure D. 14 (B) also shows a single low-to-high jump at applied bias of + 1.8
V and -1.6 V. Similarly, a zinc ferrite superlattice with a modulation wavelength of 12.2
nm had only low-to-high jump as shown in Figure D.14 (C). A similar transition has been
observed before and has been attributed to oxidation of Fe304 to y-Fe203.16, 22 In this
case, we do not clearly understand the mechanism for the low-to-high jump but we think
that the jump might be occurring due to the oxidation of Fe2+ in the zinc ferrite to Fe3+. At
this point we do not have any evidence to prove the above reaction. Unlike the magnetite
superlattices, zinc ferrite films and superlattices do not exhibit high-to-Iow resistance
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switch corresponding to the insulator-to-metal phase transition. However, all the films
exhibit oscillation of the bias voltage, followed by a negative differential resistance.
Compositional superlattices in the zinc ferrite system were also produced by
choosing other potentials. In this case, the superlattices were produced by pulsing the
potential between -0.96 V and -1.05 V for different dwell times as shown in Table D.4.
These potentials were chosen because the difference in the zinc concentration in both the
films was vastly different as shown Table D.1 and Table D.2. The film grown at -0.96 V
had -32% (atomic percentage) Zn concentration, close to pure zinc ferrite. On the other
hand, -1.05 V film had -20% (atomic percent) Zn concentration. The sheet resistance of
the films was also vastly different as shown in Table 1. However, the lattice parameter
was still close enough to deposit superlattices. Figure D.15 shows the 28 scans for the
superlattices electrodeposited on Au(lll) with different modulation wavelengths. All the
films have (111) out of plane orientation. To determine the in-plane orientation of the
fi Ims, x -ray pole figures were run. Figure D .16 shows the satellites obtained from the
slow scan around the (333) and (444) Bragg peaks of zinc ferrite superlattices with
different modulation wavelengths.
Further characterization has not been done in these superlattices. Due to a large
variation in the properties of the individual layers in the superlattice, they might produce
some interesting results during the magnetic measurements.
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Table 0.1. Table showing the current densities, Zn concentrations at different potentials,
and the lattice parameter at different potentials for zinc ferrite films.

Applied potential
(V vs. Ag/AgCI)

Current density
(mAlcm2)

Atomic percent
of Zn 2 + from
EDS
Ideal: 33.33%

Lattice parameter
(A)
Ideal: 8.4410 A

-0.96

0.8

32.1

8.4380

-0.99

1.2

28.9

8.4314

-1.01

1.5

28.5

8.4241

-1.03

3.5

25.9

8.4103

-1.05

4.5

24.3

8.3927

-1.07

7

10.7

8.4007
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Table D.2. Sheet resistance of zinc ferrite films at different potentials. The four probe
measurements were done by peeling the film on to a glass slide using super glue.

Potential

Sheet resistance (Q/square)

-0.96 V

6.17 X 106

-0.99 V

3.2 X 10 6

-1.01 V

3.32 X 10 5

-1.03 V

2.4 X 10 5

-1.05 V

1.49 X 10 5
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Table 0.3. Coherence length data for zinc ferrite superlattices with different modulation
wavelengths

Dwell tiole at
-0.99 V

Dwell time at
-1.05 V

~
(X-ray data)
(nm)

7.5

1.5

29.2

47.41

5

1

16.8

43.82

2.5

0.5

12.5

58.35

Coherence
length (L)
(om)
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Figure D.4. (311) Au substrate pole figures for the zinc ferrite superlattices with different
modulation wavelengths. (A) 12.2 nm (B) 16.5 nm and (C) 29.2 nm.
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modulation wavelength of 70 nm.
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Figure D.9. High angle annular dark field image of the zinc ferrite superlattice with a
modulation wavelength of 16.5 run (A) HAADF image of the whole film and (B) high
magnification HAADF image of the film.
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Figure D.lO. X-ray energy dispersive spectroscopy on a zinc ferrite superlattice with a
modulation wavelength of 16.5 nm. The scan shows the composition variation in the
layered structure of a superlattice.
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Figure D.ll. High resolution TEM image showing lattice fringes in a 12.2 nm zinc
ferrite superlattice
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Figure D.12. High angle annular dark field image of the zinc ferrite superlattice with a
modulation wavelength of 16.5 nm. Images show the problems during the sample
preparation. (A) White spots, (B) white patterns coming from milling process, probably
an artifact, and (C) black spots due to milling process.
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Figure 0.13. High resolution TEM image of a zinc ferrite superlattice with modulation
wavelength of 16.5 nm. The image shows the alternating layers in the superlattice marked
as A and B. The inset shows the overall image of the superlattice with alternating layers
at lower magnification.
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Table D.4. Deposition conditions for the zinc ferrite superlattices on Au(111).

Dwell time
-0.96 V

Dwell time
-1.05 V

(x-ray data nm)

30

1

26.4

20

1

21

10

1

18.6

Ax
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Figure D.tS. X-ray 8-28 scans for the zinc ferrite superlattices with different modulation
wavelength electrodeposited on Au(111). (A) Modulation wavelength of 26.4 nm, (B) 21
nm and (C) 18.6 nm.
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Figure D.16. X-ray 28 scan showing slow scan around the (333) (A), (B), and (C) and
(444) peak (D), (E), and (F) for zinc ferrite superlattices with 29.4, 21, and 18.6 run
modulation wavelengths,

APPENDIXE.
EPITAXIAL ELECTRODEPOSITION OF CHIRAL CuO ON Cu(111) SUBSTRATE
USING DIFFERENT AMINO ACIDS.
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Experimental Section
The deposition solution contained 0.005 M CUS04, 0.05 M amino acid, and 0.2 M
NaOH. Water was HPLC-grade (Aldrich), and other chemicals were reagent-grade
(Aldrich). The solution was prepared by dissolving NaOH pellets in water in a separate
beaker and letting it cool to room temperature before adding it to a solution containing
amino acid and CUS04. The deposition was carried out at room temperature. Working
electrodes consisted of 1 cm diameter Cu( 111) single crystals purchased from
Monocrystals company. A copper wire fitted around the edge of the single crystals served
as electrical contact during the deposition. The counter electrode was a platinum wire and
the reference electrode was a saturated calomel electrode (SCE). The deposition was
performed at a fixed potential of 0.45 V vs. SCE for 45 min with an EG&G Princeton
Applied Research model 273 A potentiostat/galvanostat. The thickness of the deposited
films was approximately 300 nm.
X-ray diffraction (XRD) experiments were performed with a high-resolution
Philips X'Pert MRD diffractometer. Pole figures were obtained in point-focus mode
using crossed-slit collimator as the primary optics and a 0.27° parallel plate collimator
and flat graphite monochromator as the secondary optics. A 29 value of38.742° was used
to probe the (111) reflection of CuO.

Results and Discussion
Table 1 shows different chiral reagents used for depositing CuO films. The table
also indicates their handedness in different conventions.

l

Usually, there are three

different types of conventions which are followed for chiral molecules. Optical activity
(+1-) is based on the direction in which the enantiomer rotates the plane polarized light.
The (+) and (-) enantiomer are also identified as dextrorotatory (d) and levorotatory (1).
This notation can be easily confused with 0 and L labeling. The OIL labeling is unrelated
to +1- notation; it does indicate which enantiomer is dextrorotatory or levorotatory.
Rather, it says that the compound's stereochemistry is related to the stereochemistry of
the dextrorotatory and levorotatory enantiomer of glyceraldehydes. Another convention
which is generally used is the RlS configuration. In this convention, each chiral center in
the molecule is either named R or S according to a system by which its substituent's are
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each assigned a priority. The priorities are based on Cahn Ingold Prelog rules, based on
atomic nwnber. The RJS system has no fixed relation with +1- or D/L systems. An R
isomer can be either dextrorotatory or levorotatory, depending on its exact substituents.z
In this work, different chiral reagents were used to deposit CuO films on Cu(Ill)
single crystals to understand the role of the precursor on chiral film formation. Figure E.l
shows the (111) pole figures for CuO on Cu( 111) deposited from different chiral
reagents. The pole figures were obtained by setting 28 equal to the angle of diffracted
intensity for the (111) planes (28
angles,

X,

=

38.742°) and performing azimuthal scans at tilt

from 0 to 90°. The pole figures in Figure E.l. (A) - (E) show peaks at 57° and

63 0. These peaks correspond to either (111) orientation or (1 11) orientation. On the
other hand, the pole figures in Figures E.I. (F) - (H) have extra peaks at tilt angle of 27°,
which correspond to either (311) or (311) orientation. Figure E.2 shows the
stereographic projections for all the four orientations. No conclusions can be drawn based
on the pole figure data for the CuO deposited from different amino acids. For example,
the L(-) proline and L(-) asparatic acid have mirror image pole figures even though the
CuO films are grown from the same handed enantiomer.
Figure E.3 shows the SEM images of the CuO films deposited on Cu( 111) single
crystal from different chiral reagents. The chiral reagents influence the morphology of the
deposited films. Figure E.3 (D) shows the SEM image of the CuO film deposited using
L-asparatic acid precursor. The image shows that CuO grows like spears and are
approximately 50 nm in diameter. On the other hand, films deposited using L- arginine
has cross hatch morphology with individual crystallites made up of multiple platelets.
The morphology of the films deposited from other amino acids and simple carboxylic
acids like malic acid and tartaric acid have simple cross hatch morphology with different
crystallite sizes.
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Table E.1. List of chiral precursors used for depositing CuO on Cu( 111) single crystal.
The table also lists different types of notations used for chiral molecules.

Amillo Acids

(+)/(-)

d/l- lIotatiOIl

DIL-llotatioll

RlS-Sotatioll

lIo/1uio"
Alanine

+

d

L

S

Arginine

+

d

L

S

Asparatic acid

-

I

L

S

Glutamic acid

+

d

L

S

Valine

-

I

L

S

Tartaric acid

+

d

L

R,R

Malic acid

-

I

L

S

Proline

-

I

L

S
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Figure E.1. (111) CuO pole figure for CuO films deposited from different amino acids
on Cu(111) single crystals. (A) tartaric acid, (B) asparatic acid, (C) glutamic acid,
(D) proline, (E) arginine, (F) alanine, (G) valine and (H) malic acid.
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Figure E.2. Stereographic projections for (A) (1 11), (B) (11 1), (C) (311) and (D)
(3 1 1) orientations indicating the positions where the (111) type and (100) type
reflections should be observed in the pole figures. For the (1 1 1) orientation, reflections
from the (111) plane at X

=

57° and the (Ill) plane at X

=

63° are separated

azimuthally by 115° rotated counterclockwise. For the (311) orientation the (111) plane
is at X = 68.14°, the (Ill) planes at X = 27.41° and (100) pJanes at X = 27.19°. For the

(111) orientation the (111) plane is at X = 57° and the (111) plane is at X = 63° are
separated azimuthally by 115° rotated clockwise. For the (311) orientation the (111)
plane at X = 68.14°, the (111) plane at X = 27.41° are separated azimuthally by 125.8°.
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Figure E.3. SEM micrographs for CuO films deposited on Cu(l!1) single crystal from
different chiral precursors. (A) L(+)-Alanine, (B) L(-)-Arginine, (C) L(+)-Valine,
(D) L(-)-Aspartic acid, (E) L(+)-Glutamic acid
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